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SPECIAL ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE
HEILSBERG-GERMANY'S SECOND REGIONAL. THE "SHORTADENSER."

WHEN YOU BUILD THAT SET-By G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.F.
HOW TO MAKE A " P.W." " SAFE -POWER " CHARGER. A WORLD BUILT OF WAVES

THE BIRTH OF AN ELECTRON. GOING OVER TO A.C.
The 50C -feet masts at the A;r Ministry's radio station at Northolt were found seriously to interfere with flying activities at the nearbiaerodrome. Therefore, they pulled down the masts, {as shown oboes), ancl are going to put up two only 150 feet in height.
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erfeet Combination"
is an extract from the follow/1- testimonial
recertly received from an enthusiastic user of
.The Levvcos H.F.Clioke and L.F. Transformer

The
LEWCOS

H.F; CHOKE
constructed to

cc self -oscillation.

i)"rife fer.itt]ly Jescriptice.
:cvflet Ref. R,33.

READ THIS!
%; -

" I recently constructed a. re-
ceiver, and in the first instance

;17 - employed a High Frequency Choke
and L.F. Transformer already in my

possession, but after reading your adver- Vt,),

tisement I decided to incorporate new items
of your manufacture, and can assure you that

your LFT 3 Constant Inductance Transformer
and your well finished H.F. Choke are a perfect

co:ribination. I was previously troubled with insta-
bility in my set, but this has now disappeared and the

reproduction is simply wonderful." --(Signed), C. C., Mitcham.

We respectfully request the Public
to order through their local Radio
dealer, as we only supply direct to

the trade.

The
LEWCOS

L. F.
TRANSFORMER
has a constant inductance
lot difklent vdnes of

anode current.
for fully descriptive

lcufld Ref, R 61.

Large stocks or Lewcos
Radio Products are held at

all Branches.

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY ANDSMITHS LimiTED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONOON,E.10
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Why MAZD
VALVES

give the best results
Mazda engineers have the longest experience of
any in the design and manufacture of A.C. Mains
Valves. Sound manufacturing methods ensure
robust construction, long life and consistent
qualify. Their amazingly high efficiency has won
for them a reputation as the " World's finest
valves." They are standardised in all the leading
commercial receivers.

With the amazing Mazda valves in your set ifs
efficient and trouble -free performance is assured

From all good radio dealers.

The amazing

RADIO VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN -ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering andRadio. Business of the British Thomson - Houston Co. Ltd.

Radio Division Showrooms:
155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN.
V.98
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THE SPECIAL

ENLARGED GIFT NUMBER
of

MODERN WIRELESS
Contains

A FREE GIFT BOOK, entitled

"50 MORE GUARANTEED CIRCUITS"
also

THREE SPECIAL ILLUSTRATED SECTIONS

(1) MAKING YOUR OWN LOUDSPEAKERS
Describing a full range of new designs, incorporating the new Inter -

axial" system of suspension.

(2) MODERN RADIO COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
Providing a fascinating review of modern radio apparatus-of immense
value to all home -constructors.

(3) THE "M.W." KIT SET REVIEW
A special illustrated section covering all the main points of the most
popular kit receivers.

as well as
Full constructional details of outstanding set designs, and a wealth

of informative articles covering a!I branches of radio.

PRICE
116

Don't Miss Your Copy

NOW ON SALE PRICE
116
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Perfect Ensemble

TELSEN FOUR PIN
VALVE HOLDERS.

Price 1i- each.

TELSEN VALVE
HOLDERS. Pro. Pat. No.
20285:30. An entirely new
design in Valve Holders,
embodying "patent metal
spring contacts which are
designed to provide the
most efficient contact with
the valve legs, whether
Split or Non -split.- Low
capacity, Self loe'ating;
supplied with patent sol-
dering tags and hexagon

terminal nuts.

TELSEN FIVE PIN
VALVE HOLDERS.

Price 1/3 each.

TELSEN FIXED (MICA)
CONDENSERS.

Shrouded in ge nuine
Bakelite, made in capa-
cities up to -002 mfd.
Pro. Pat. No. 20287/30.
0003 supplied complete
with Patent Grid Leak
Clips to facilitate series
or parallel connection.
Can be mounted upright
or flat. Tested on 500

Price 1/- each.

TELSEN H.F. CHOKES.-Designed
to cover the whole wave - band
range from IS to 4,000 metres.
Extremely low self - capacity,
shrouded in genuine Bakelite.
Inductance 15o,000. microhenries.

Resistance 40o ohms.
Price 2/6 each'

TELSEN C.F. TRANSFORMERS
" ACE " Ratios 3-1 and 5-1 8/6
"RADIOGRAND" 3-I and 5-1 .. 12/6
"RADIOGRAND " Super, Ratio 7-1 17,6

TELSEN GRID LEAKS. Absolutely
silent and non-microphonic, prac-
tically unbreakable, cannot be
burnt out and are unaffected by
atmospheric changes. Not being
wire wound there are no capacity
effects. Made in capacities : t,

2, 3,. 4, and 5 megohrns. Price
11- each.

Advt. of Tels' en Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham,

Collective efficiency-simply another
way of saying that efficient parts
make an efficient whole. I speciallyis this th case where TELSEN com-ponents are concerned . . . eachone a masterpiece or design and
workmanship embodying many
patented features . . . each oneperfect in performance.
Experienced radio designers con-
sistently choose TELSEN . . . thereare reasons . . . here are three of
them . . . amazing tonal quality . .
extraordinary volume . . . excep-tionally long life.
Choose your circuit , . . then choose
TELSEN ... and you will get the most
out of your circuit. Your present
set will take on a new lease of life
if fitted with
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" I had been running another well-known make of valve,
but I can honestly say that it has not got the same in it
as your HL2 10.
" I have tried several different makes but have found
nothing better for all-round results than yours. They
seem to have just that final touch and punch in them that
others lack in bringing out distant stations."-E. R., Leicester.

From the Experts :
Marconi Valves, the products of unequalled research and manufac-
turing resources, are designed with one object in view-the
evolution of a complete series which will enable the greatest
practical benefit to be derived from the highest theoretical efficiency.
To this end it is imperative to combine every useful feature in a
perfectly balanced design-no single factor being emphasized to the
detriment of practical performance.
All Marconi Valves are practical interpretations of this ideal ; each
contains just those features, which, properly united, ensure the best
all-round results and highest effective efficiency. The soundness of
this principle is conclusively established by the fact that Marconi
Valves are used by the B.B.C., Imperial Airways, Trinity House
Beacon Stations and Lightships, Metropolitan Police, Empire
Wireless Communications, Large Passenger Liners, etc.-a unique
tribute to their unequalled performance and dependability.

-ICU The symbol of an unobtrusive, often over-
looked, but nevertheless important member

of the modern set-the medium magnification valve.
Many people take immense pains over the selection of
high frequency and output valves, but forget that the
efficiency of the set is equally dependent on the
intermediate stages.

Marconi medium magnification valves combine
high mutual conductance and small current con-
sumption with consistent performance through a long
useful life. Suitable for the detector or initial L.F.
position in almost all sets they are worthy team-mates
of the famous Marconi Screen Grid and Output Types.

Recommend Marconi Valves-HL210 (2 -volt),
HL4 10 (4 -volt) and 1-41.610 (6 -volt) for accunw-
lators-price 8/6, or MH4 and MHL4 for A.C.
mains-price 15/-.

are nVececad
The Valves

the
Experts UseNalves
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A STAR OF STARS
THE " COMET "
ARIEL THE " ROOTER"
BRITISH BUSINESS

Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS.
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A. JOHNSON RANDALL.
A VOCAL BEACON
THE INTERVAL TICKS

RADIO NOTES & NEWS porzzowit S. DIEGO
INTERFERENCE

The Star of Stars.
THE sprinra of 1931 opens auspiciously for

" P.W. readers with a very fine piece
of work by our Research Department

which is the fruit of a year's experience in
design embodied in one layatit. The new
set will excel even those " stars," the
" Magic " and " Titan," and is, in our view,
justly entitled to be called " the star of
stars." The way in which all the require-
ments of a-1931 model are met, and yet are
made consistent with simplicity and econ-
omy, renders this design quite - the most
interesting " P.W." readers have had placed
before them for some time past.

The " Comet."
THE new " star," the " Comet " Three,

which is announced in this issue and
will be described in detail on February

14th, is in two complete forms,ihe
Foundation Comet, and the Final Comet.
You will be delighted with the ingenuity dis-
played in them and with the performance
they give. To enter into further details here
would be to anticipate next week's treat,
and to " steal the thunder" of,the men who
did the work. I will add only that the
novice in. home construction simply- could
not make a better start than with the
" Comet" and the old hand:will discover -
that in radio receiver design there are'still
" fresh woods and pastures new."

Do It-NOW.
THERE will be an enormous -demand for

all numbers. of " P.W.". Containing
" Comet " articles, and especially for

those of February 14th and 21st. May I
point but that you will help yourselves and
' us' also by placing a. :regular order for
" P.W." with a'newsagent. Look back aver
1930 and consider in how many instances
readers have implored, us to secure for them
back numbers. Perhaps you were one of
the unfortunates who had to go a'begging
and perchance, eventually, went hungry.
By asking the newsagent to get' you a copy
every week you do not commit yourself to
any greater expense but you may save your-
self many a pang !

Ariel the " Rooter."
SYMPATHISING with me because of

the strange omission of my name from
the last- Honours List-though I am

to have a "statoo " in Portland. Place !-a
kind reader has caused me to be awarded
membership of the " Old Original Rooters

Club," of Hyde. I understand that I
qualify by reason of the great interest I
take in other people's business. Do I ? I
suppose it a compliment, and as such- I
smilingly accept it, and offer our readers
the reflection of my glory. These Rooters
appear to be a jovial crowd-they meet at
the Star Hotel l-who collect money for
charitable purposes. But can Ariel, the
Spirit of " P.W.," possess cash or property
I'll take counsel's opinion.

41C STAND BACK, THERE!"

Here is one of Northolt's 500 -ft. masts in the act of falling. As
explained under our cover photograph this week, it has been decided

to use shorter masts to make the neighbourhood safer for flying.

Television Versus Television P
IT is announced by Baird Television, Ltd.,

that they have issued a writ against the
Gramophone Co., Ltd., claiming that

the television apparatus demonstrated at
the Physical and Optical Societies' Exhibi-
tion by the last-mentioned company in-
fringes -Baird's patent rights. Even if I
knew anything about either system, I could
not comment on the merits of the ease at
this stage, but. I think that I voice the

feelings of the " man in the
street " when I remark that,
although an inventor or com-
pany must fend for itself, it
seems a pity that the history
of television looks like being
tainted with wearisome, ex-
pensiveand often.unnecessary
litigation, just like that of
radio telegraphy.

British Business Abroad.
IT'S about time that British

business interests abroad
began to stir their

stumps. The_Prince of Wales
is using up large - chunks of
his life on their behalf, so
it's up to them to " make
good.' Why this thusness ?
This is why ! -New Zealand's
1030 radio- imports were
about £86,000, of which
£70,000 went to the U.S.A.
In Latvia the -law is that no
sets with less than five valves
may be imported, and British
makers of such are said to be
hardly represented at all.. In
Japan, British prices are re-
ported to be too high com-
pared with German and
American. And so on, and
so forth.

Foreign Items.

-1-/\
KENMAR is said to be

afflicted with radio
" piracy." The police

are on the job, and penalties
ranging from confiscation of
sets to fines of from £2 5s.
to £22 10s. are all ready.
pn dit that Russia has just
finished building a 100 kw.
station at. Kolpino, near

(Con'tnued on ,v,ext page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND  NEWS
(Continued from previous page.)

Leningrad. In. Norway the Government
plans to reorganise the broadcasting system,
providing for the ultimate operation of 41
stations, which should make crystal recep-
tion possible fdr 90 per cent of the .popu-
lation. -

Crystal Reception.
APART. from cheapness, what is the

attraction in crystal work ? To the
very sophisticated ear there is a

certain purity of tone, no doubt, but
some say that is nix against the ineonveni-
enees of telephones and the benefits of L.S.
-'corking ? Tied to the 'phone like a dog
to its kennel, with hot and aching ears,
one cannot move. freely about the room, or
hear what people say-or hear the door -
knocker,: After all, the wireless tirOgrariMies
are often but a pleasant background to
family life-dance music, for instance-and
folk are not prohibited from speaking while
the L.S. is in operation. The telephone;
they contend, is a selfish indulgence, unless
one is quite solitary.

That Weighty Accumulator.
HOW the very dickens seems to enter

the element called lead, when one has
to lug (no pun intended !) the accumu-

lator to the charging or ruining station !
(Though that is a form of exercise which I
have always denied myself.) It is, there-
fore, almost a relief to consider the weight
of the Exide battery which Sir Hubert
Wilkins will take in his submarine in which
he is going cruising in Arctic seas. Only
fifty tons ! And this great brute will need
the six hours' attention of the generators to
charge it. Pity they can't run the sub, off
a crystal !

The Vocal Beacon.
WHEN I said the other day that the

new talking beacon on Cumbrae
Island was a worthy successor of the

Northern Lighthouse Board's works I had
in mind the family of Robert Louis Steven-
son. His father was a lighthouse engineer
attached to the Board and R. L. S. himself
for a time tried his hand at the game-to
please his pa-and, thank goodness, did
not stick it. I am highly interested to
learn now that the talking radio beacon is
the invention of Mr. C. A. Stevenson, C.E.,
a cousin of R. L. S.

The Interval Signal.
THE more I hear the B.B.C.'s interval

signal, the less I admire it, and
the more I feel that they lost an

opportunity. What is it ? A hollow
knocking ! The Cock Lane Ghost, or the
knocking at the door in " Macbeth " ! It
reminds one, gruesomely, of somebody
buried alive and tapping assiduously but
hopelessly on the lid of the coffin. I believe
that this dismal noise will have to be
stopped. Why can't they simply put on a
gramophone record ?

" No Weakness, Danton "
THIS famdus phrase came into my mind

when I read in the " Electrician" that
it is not without mixed feelings one

reads of the latest Marconi contract for
equipping Arabia with wireless. " No
doubt it is progress," says this well-known
periodical; which I hive never suspected of

possessing sentiment*, " but even the most
enthusiastic engineer Must sometimes feel
a pang at the thoUght of_ the approaching
complete modernisation of the few ' lands
of mystery ' that still remain untouched
by modern civiliSation." All wrong ! Let
the " enthusiastic engineer " be in the
tropics, " out of " ice, and he will long for
a modern refrigerating plant ! .Let him be
lost in a waterleSs desert; and he will pray
for a portable radio transmitter !

For Demon Constructors.
TO those who like to flit from flower to

flower, so to speak, who can hook up
sets in less time than their lady friends

can powder their noses; I commend &survey.
'of .the February issue of ' the " Wireless
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SHORT WAVES.
Figures of Ariel and Prospero are to typify

Wireless and the B.B.C. in the sculptures -on
the new building in Portland Place ; but we
understand that it is not proposed that the
listener -in shall be represented by Caliban.

" Punch." _
" Radio as teacher. Valuable medium for

acquiring a language," run headlines in the
" Daily Mirror."

Yes, but what language !
* *

" Then I must just be a brother to you,"
said he sadly.

" That's all right, Jimmy ; do you mind
starting by overhauling my wireless set for
me ? ',

* * *

A remarkable number of reports have been
received lately of wireless sets being stolen in
various parts of the country.

A kind of radio raid -o !
* * *

" A home w'out radio is as bread w'out
butter," is the slogan now being used by a
North -Country radio dealer.

And w'out " jam," either !
*

" What is the world coming to ? " runs a
headline in a provincial paper.

It isn't coming to ; it's still under the
ether.

Radio Fan : " I picked up W G Y last
night."

Auto Fan : " Huh ! Wouldn't she give
you her full name ? "

" Radio News."
* **

" Sight moves quicker than sound," we
read in a contemporary.

Then we should have had Television long
tefore we were able to listen -in,

Constructor." There is no nonsense, hypo-
thesis, or theory about it. It caters for
the downright " man of his hands." It is
radio practice in print, at six D. a copy.
To the passionate artisan it is just plain
manna in the wilderness. Action is its
motto and its sign manual is a busy hand.
Get a copy and try it out. It's man's
stuff and no shenanicking !

Dope from San Diego.
CHARMED to get a nice letter from H. H.

(San Diego, California), not only
because he lyricises about Mr.

Kendall's short-wave 'phone filter, but also
because of his chatty and fresh American
style. His explorations amongst the short-
waves have brought him some thrills, and I
am glad to know that one of them -is hearing
Big Ben. He offers a tip in reference to the
spacing of the vanes on short-wave tuning
condensers. Trying to reach a lower wave-
length he removed the vanes one by one,
with unsatisfactory results ; so in replacing
them he doubled their previous spacing.
This spread out the bands more," making

tuning easier, and lowered the -capacity
enough for him to get down to 16 in -At res.

Bill, fra' Owdham.
NICE letter from W. McC. of Oldham,

who reports that good heavens !
What happened ? I have just noticed

that his letter is dated July 20th !-reports
that on 42 metres he overheard I 1 M M
from 100 miles north of Rome working with
2 X 0 (London), and giving a general call
to all amateurs. Bill was nearly canted off
his chair with the volume. -. This station
ought to be worth a search. (By the way,
yours is an unusual name. Do you know
that a Mr. McC., without the final " e "
was one of the mutineers of the " Bounty,"
who settled on Pitcairn Island ? I expect
his descendants still exist there.)

What the Bons Endure.

R. R. (Cambuslang) sends me a clipping
. from a Buenos Aires newspaper of

December 17th, showing that days.
programmes. A ghastly dish to set before
a gaucho ! It runs something -like this :
News, news, talk on gymnastics, news,
municipal bulletin, records, news, records,
records, records, records, . duet, records,
news, duet, records, talk, news, news, songs,
news, duet, records, songs, and so on, all
the dreary day. I say, what gluttons for
news ! Well, there will be another revolu-
tion in the Argentine, I should think.

Sunday in Canada.
HB. (Ontario), having read the outcries

. of people here against the B.B.C,'s
Sunday programmes, asks me what

I think about the following, which was
presented by his local station on the last
Sunday in 1930. At 10 a.m., an hour of
Evangelist singing. 11 a.m., 1:1- hours of
Lutheran church (in German). 4 p.m.,
one hour of hymn -singing. 5 p.m., C.N.R.
Symphony. 6.30 p.m., half an hour of
records. 7 p.m., lf hours Baptist church.
After that they shut down, and H. B. was
able to get some music from the U.S.A.
After that our Sunday fare doesn't seem to
hurt one quite so badly, eh ?

Radio and Sport.
ALONG time ago I wrote a story about

a farmer who liked the programmes
so little that he took his loud speaker

into the orchard and used it to scare the
birds off his fruit. I was therefore amused
to read in a sporting paper that a certain
rich man installed a radio set close to the
boundary of his land for the purpose of
turning back any of his pheasants which
might try to leave his covert. In principle
the arrangement worked ; in prantice it
worked too well, because the covert was
small, .and the birds, one and all, were
scared clean away from it !

Interference with Milhlacker.
AFTER all the grousing about Miihlacker's

interference with London, one cannot
help smiling at the humour of a

writer to the " Evening News," who asks
what all the fuss is about. " If," he says,
" London would only stop interfering with
Miihlacker, I, who prefer good music to dull
talks, would- be well satisfied." He applauds
the B.B.C.'s efforts to separate the two
stations, so that he can receive his Miihlacker
in peace ! This point of view had not
occurred to me. I must try this German
fellow out and see what he gives us.

ARIEL.
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ALL ABOUT A WONDERFUL NEW STAR!' SET.

"
p.w." " star " sets are world famous.

Can there be anyone, for instance,
who has not heard either of the

" Titan " or the " Magic ? Those two
productions are the high lights of " P.W.'s "
set construction programme of the past two
years or so. It would be hard to give any-
thing like a close approximation of the
numbers of listeners still using " Titans "
and " Magics," but we do know from trade
information that six figures have been
reached-to give conservative estimates.

Our Star Sets.
The reason for such popularity is not

hard to see. " P.W.'s " " star " sets are
not stunt sets produCed hurriedly for no
other purpose than that of stimulating
interest in home construction. That they
do this very thing is a valuable incidental.

Our policy is, however, to concentrate
the knowledge and experience gained in,
say, a whole year's working in one design.
That does not mean that the receivers we
describe in the interim are experimental-
that we are ".trying things out " and
hoping for the best.

Far from it. Every design dealt with in
our pages is in itself a thoroughly tried
and tested design, though some are intended
for special classes of amateur and have
limited appeals. Obviously, a journal
with the wide circulation of POPULAR
WIRLESS must cater for minorities as well
as majorities.

"Stop Press " Advantages.
The more popular sets comprise what we

may term " stop press " advantaaes. They
are right up to date and embody the latest
developments anti improvements. Some
of these innovations may in time become
superseded by even better methods; while
in other cases, alternative schemes that are
not in themselves superior to existing
methods may be discovered, and then in
combination with what may have been
thought to be obsolete ideas produce real
" hot stuff " results.

In next week's issue of " P.W." will
appear the full constructional details of the
" Comet " Three, a receiver which embodies
all that is best of the most recent radio
developments and improvements within

the scope of its stage grouping, and which
stands out as the summit, the peak of
achievement of the work of the Research
Department.

We claim that it is a "star of stars " in
the way of radio receivers.

And it is to be presented to you in a novel
form, but this point will require, detailed
explanation.

A 1931 " star " set must obviously have
the advantages of knife -edge -selectivity, real
power, enabling, if necessary, moving -coil
loud speakers properly to be operated, a
sensitivity permitting of the loud -speaker
reception of a large number of stations,
first-class quality response, provision for
correct application of a gramophone pick-
up, panel wave -change switching, unified
drum dial tuning, graded reaction control,
effective volume control, complete stability,
freedom from " breaking through " on long
waves, and other such things.

911111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111911111i1MUL-:

FREE
WITH EVERY COPY OF NEXT

WEEK'S " P.W." A

FULL-SIZE
BLUE PRINT

= of the most widely -attractive set
yet designed

THE "COMET"
FE A Receiver that will have no limits
E.- in its appeal, no snags in its con-
= truction and which will completely

satisfy the least as well as the 'most
a.-- ambitious of constructors, in short,
:71-= the perfect " PROGRESSIVE" set.
F..

ORDER YOUR COPY;
= OF NEXT WEEK'S " P.W." NOW

and: short-circuit disappointment-
_ an immense demand is' inevitable.

Usual Price. On Sale Feb. 12.

But a set that is intended .for a wide
circle of home constructors must also be
easy to handle, simple and safe to build,
inexpensive to construct and operate. It
must, in fact, be entirely free from snags.

How can these two lists of requirements
ever be made satisfacto'ily to line up ?
You may think it entirely impossible. But
there is a way and 'you will learn all about
it next week: To satisfy your immediate
curiosity we can tell you this much.

Foundation and Final.
The " Comet " Three assumes two com-

plete and self-contained forms. The first
is the Foundation " Comet " and the second
is the Final " Comet." The Foundation is a
" hot -stuff " set, having a fine appearance
and giving a fine performance. But it is like
a racing car stripped to the minimum. An
extremely easy set to build, it uses few
components, and the most inexpert can
easily assemble it a.nd get good results.

By skilful design, sufficient room is left
in the structure of the Foundation" Comet "
for all the refinements and extra devices
that make the Final " Comet " the most
luxurious, the most magnificent outfit of
its kind ever conceived.

And you will be, told how to add these
extras in easy stages. That means you will
start off with a fine complete set, but as
you can afford to do so, you can a the
completing items. A further advantage of
this method is that you will be absolutely
certain to get the optimum results from
every portion of the final receiver.

Test It For Yourself.
And remember, the Foundation " Comet "

looks no more of a skeleton than the Final
" Comet " has the appearance of a radio
Christmas tree. Both are units with nice
lines, and either separately can stand up
against the best of ordinary sets in this
respect-and give it points.

In conclusion, it should be noted that
next week's " P.W." will contain full con-
structional details of the Foundation
" Comet." The 'day following the pur-
chase of your next issue of P.W.," you
will be able to put most of our claim for
this outstanding production to the test.
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THAT SAFETY MARGIN--
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU EXCEED IT.

By THE EDITOR.
1'* -4,-407-0> ',it- *

UTE hope our readers will give particular
VV attention, to an article which we

publish in this issue entitled :
" When You Build That Set."

It is a timely and important article by'
our Technical Editor, and it deals with
certain aspects of radio set construction
which we earnestly hope our readers will
closely study.

When you have read Mr. Dowding's
article, take a good look at the photographs
lie has chosen to illustrate his text ; and
take, especially, a very good look at the
photograph of the interior of - the `four -
valve set.

Now, there is quite a history attached to
that set. The photograph we publish
shows the set as constructed by one of our
readers. We are not going to give his
name for his case is representative of several
others, and if the following prologue "
doesn't quite fit that is because we want to
make it as widely general as possible.

A Conference Called.
Some weeks ago the " P.W." and ". M.W."

Query Department began to experience
great difficulty in giving suitable assistance
to this reader. He had built the set, had
spent time, trouble and money on it, and
the results he eventually obtained were, to
use his own description, " absolutely
rotten ! "

Now that's the sort of criticisni that puts
- the Chief of our Research Department on
his mettle.

The Chief of the Query Department
called for a conference and said, in effect,
to the Chief of the Research Department :
" Look here, this' reader has built this
receiver which your department designed.
He says he has followed out your instruc-
tions, has bought the best components, has
checked and re -checked the wiring, tested
each component, etc., etc., and still can't
get- the' set to work properly.

" The reader maintains that he has
built the set as per specification : it won't
work, and he concludes by saying-more or
less-that the design must be faulty.
Now, it's up to you ! '

Thus the Chief of the Query Department,
who'd had his fill of complaints from the
builder of the set and thought it high time
the designer "should, -come in for his
share !

An Invitation Accepted.
Well, the reader's complaints were studied,

his wiring diagram carefully checked, and
more advice offered. Still no solution to
the problem. In fact, the reader who had
built the set was beginning to be quite
annoyed!

Well, eventually Mr. Dowding and Mr.
G. P. Kendall held another court of inquiry,
and it was decided that, as the case was a
pecial one, the, reader should be invited to

let us inspect the set.
In due course the invitation was accepted,

and the set arrive,t. The photograph of

it's " innards " you will find illustrating
Mr. Dowding's article.

If you refer to the photo which illustrates
the set as we designed it, you will see the
difference, and therein lies the whole trouble.

What Is It?_
This particular reader' had not followed

the designer's specification.' He thought he
had-as closely as mattered.

But therein he was at fault. It is per-
fectly true that ," P.W." sets are designed
with a fairly generous margin of safety, but
there are limits.

Note, for example, the H.F. stage.
What is that queer -looking object near the

PILOTING
PILOTS !

RADIO AID
FOR FLYERS.

the builder had not carried out the designer's
instructions.

Apart from one or two instances where
the layout had been changed-where
connections had been made by wires which
went the longest way round instead of the
shortest-there were at least ,two examples
of components of wrong values being used.

Well, to cut a long story short, the faults
were pointed out to, the reader, and he
promised entirely to rebuild it.

Only One of Many.
But this particular case is only one of

many-, and the object of Mr. Dowding's
article, which we publish in this issue (and
incidentally, the sole object of this particu-
lar editorial sermon), is to beg- readers who
build sets according to published specifica-
tions, whether in this of any other journal,
to keep to the designer's specification.

Modern wireless sets are delicate and finely
balanced, scientific " creations." A reason-
able margin of safety is allowed for-but
don't exceed, it. Otherwise, you are going
to have an awful job getting the set right ;
you are possibly going to write to the designer

and blame him, and, in
short, give yourself a lot of

This American inventor is demonstrating his direction -finder for
aeroplanes, which enables the pilot to tune -in to the terminal station

and fly to it even in fog, guided by the radio signals.

tuning coil, and unpleasantly near the
S.G. Valve ? A hot-water bottle ? No.
A cash register ? No. A small type-
writer, folded up ? No, Give it up ?
Yes ! Well, it so happens that it is a mains
unit !

Wrong Valves.
Do you wonder the designer said naughty

words when he inspected this particular
set ? And can you imagine what the
Query Chief thought (and said), when he
remembered the builder was all the time
convinced that the set had really been
built as per the designer's specification ?

There were other little things about this
particular set which clearly showed that

backbone

needless worry.
A good set is worth res-

pectful and considerate
treatment, so follow the
designer's instructions as
closely as ever you can.

* -0- ..-- -4-6-0-4. -4-* -4- --t-.- *
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U.S. Radio - B.B.C. :.
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Nearly 50 per cent of all
the families in the United
States of America possess
wireless receiving sets.

* * *
The American broadcast

listener pays no licence fee,
but revenue is obtained by the
broadcasting of advertising
matter, generally well dis-
guised.

* *

About two-thirds of the
receiving sets in the U.S.A.
are five- or six-valvers.

* a *
Battery sets are now the
exception in the United
States.

* *

The membership of the
Radio Circle-which is the

of the Children's Hour-is about
40,000.

Through the Children's Hospital Fund three
hospital cots have recently been endowed in
London. *

The new B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra
absorbed the old Queen's Hall Orchestra and
the London Wireless C-rchestra.

* *

The National Chorus, which is the standing
choral organisation of the B.B.C. for concert -hall
performance, is 250 strong and is composed
only of amateurs.

Never tighten the top terminal of an S.G.
valve or the side terminal on a pentode with
pliers, as the thread is not intended to stand up
to such treatment.
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WHEN YOU
BUILD THAT
SET By G.V.Dowaing

Associate, I.E. E..

SOME WORDS IN SEASON FOR CONSTRUCTORS OF
YOU can take all sorts of liberties with

a modern set that would have been
disastrous with receivers current in

the early years of broadcasting. As a matter
of fact, to attempt the construction of any
set in those days was to embark upon an
adventure into the unknown. You see,
components and accessories varied such a
lot among themselves. Valves, for instance,
Were quite hit-or-miss affairs. None of the
valve makers advertised the characteristics
of their products-perhaps some of them
didn't even know them !

"How They Differed!"
At most there were. only H.T." and

" L.F." types-and goodness, how they
differed ! The impedances varied all over
the place. And mfich the same sort of thing
applied to many components. I remember
fixed condensers marked -001 nafds. that
measured up to only -0003 mfda., and grid
leaks marked 2 utegohms (2,000,000 ohms)
that could conjure up no more than 200,000
ohms when put to the test.

It was wonderful to get really passable
results in those .days with one's first set
assembly; using haphazardly _purchased
parts costing sixteen times as much and
being only a sixteenth as efficient as modern
parts ! And " P.W." used to receive
thousands of letters of absolutely lyrical
praise from people who weren't really getting

good results. They were so staggered that
they had accomplished some success that
they simply had to tell the world about -it !

A SERIOUS FAULT

One of the most vital factors in a coil is the
diameter of its former. Here is a " P.W." Dual -
Range Coil Unit with an undersized ribbed former.

But times have changed.. For the worse,
some think. I don't. I expect I enjoyed the
element of romance alWays present in those

WHY IT WOULDN'T WORK

RADIO RECEIVERS.
pioneering days as much as' anybody else,
but I enjoy these days of scientific precision
even better. Quite rightly, present-day con-
structors do not consider set -building a
gamble-they look for good results with any
desion due to reputable designers.

And the radio industry is able to supply
parts conforming to, definite standards of
electrical efficiency. I'm not saying that
such articles represent one hundred per cent.
of the stock of every radio store. They don't.
There's an awful lot of gear for sale that it
would be better to forget-if we could. But
we can't, because some- people will insist
on 'being attracted by a price, and forget
that elementary fact of economics that the
cheapest is not always the least expensive.

Ruining a Receiver.
It may not matter much if your wife

decides to purchase a sixpenny saucepan
made.of tin instead of one made of copper
and costing 12s. 6d. Maybe the sixpenny
utensil won't last as long as the 12s. 6d: one
-but will its life be no longer than a twenty-
fifth of the other ? That's all you have to
worry about there. It doesn't matter a great
deal to the gas -stove what kind of saucepan
or kettle you buy !

Radio components and accessories aren't
so independent. -A one -hundred -guinea
radio -gramophone can be sunk to the level

of A- cheap portable gramo-
phone, so far as record re-
production goes, merely by

(Continued on next pare.)

fr. PW." reader's set wouldn't work properly. He had, he said, made three of our coil units exactly as per specification Have a look at 'em. Thefrom the left is an RI , and is, of course, O.K. Compare it with the home-made versions, and note how these vary from the correct design.
carA
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replacing one of its good valves. for a cheap
and nasty one whose characteristics -widely
vary from its published.specification.

But inasmuch as you .have had the good
sense to purchase POPULAR WIRELESS, you
will not need me to amplify such obviosities
as the above ! They stand merely as an
introduction to the special points I do want.
to get over properly on this particular
occasion.

They, concern the actual construction of
receivers. And they contain both re-
assurances and warnings. ' I will start off

THE ORIGINAL MODEL -

This is the "M.w." Flus " Four.

with the former. '` P.W." sets are designed
to have wide margins of safety. All good sets
are designed that way nowadays.

You can divert from the specification a
little -bit here and there without. incurring
any risk of failure. But don't step outside
that margin. " What and Where is this
margin ? " you may ask.
- That is what I cannot possibly define. -

When you are assembling the outfit stick
just as close to the specification as you can.
The very unskilled constructor-the man
who has never built a set. before in his life,
and- has little knowledge of electricity or
mechanics, will probably eat up all his margin
unconsciously and think he has been most
precise in -his copying of the design ! But we
must cater for that man. And by so doing
we make things better for the practical
amateur inasmuch as we provide him with
a receiver of rocklike stability that will
give one -hundred -per -cent. service even
through periods of misuse and neglect that
the most conscientious of us are apt to
inflict upon our possessions.

Sets are Carefully Designed.
I mentioned:stability for a very definite

,season. A good set of to -day will not `,` spill-
over " at the first sign of battery decay, or
with a very" slight variation in coMponent
positioning, or in the wiring. Designers.
dAberately take liberties with their original
models and endeaVour to emulate the bad
conditions under which their sets may have
to work, and make sure that the design will
stand up to such treatment.

As our chief of research explained in an
article in " P.W " some few Nveeks ,agd; you
can, for instance, dispense with soldering
in any " P. W." set design, and wire from
terminal lo terminal; using almost any kind
of wire yen like. Or you can, it -you will,

run your wiring on the approved shortest -
branch methods. And all this without much
effect on the results the finished set will
give.

As you can probably guess, 'it takes very
careful designing to ensure that a set can
be treated in this way.

But even so you cannot depart farther
than a certain definite limit from the design
of a _jet without meeting trouble. It is
imPossible to lay down hard-and-fast rules
regarding- such limits, for they naturally
vary as with different individual sets.

The margins should, as I have indicated,
be employed to cover completely accidental
discrepancies and not deliberate attempts to
vary a design. You shouldn't try doing -
that unless you happen to be a set designer

'yourself. Half our queries are concerned
with the troubles of people_ that have tried
to re -design our sets for us!

What I mean is that if a two-megohm
grid leak is specified for a certain part of a
circuit, don't use one of three megohms,
even if someone who says he ought to know
tells you it will make little difference.
Always keep absolutely to component
values-that is vitally essential.

They make a Big Difference.
And don't use wire of different gauge

or formers of different diameter, in making
up your own coils. Such discrepancies are
liable, for example, to make all the difference
between getting a good- reaction control
and getting no reaction at all 1.

It is quite obvious that many people
do not realise this. And the situation is
rendered. a trifle more difficult by the fact
that constructors as a whole are more
ambitious these days.

Once upon a time-I begin this sentence
like that because it may read fairytale -like
to many of you-hardly anyone would
attempt anything much more than a erystal
set to begin with. They would then
tentatively try their hand at a one -valuer.
But now, with ninety per Cent or so valve

And by that I do not mean merely hook
up the same kind of parts in the same
order as in the original model. Your
objective should be a receiver that coincides
just as closely as is posSible, in every detail,
with the original model of the design you
are copying.

Smaller jobs of construction are just as
important. I have already mentioned coils.
There may be an idea that, providing you
wind on the right number of turns of wire,
success is assured But that is far from
being the case.

The wire must be wound on in the speci-
fied direction, and on a former of exactly
the dimensions given. And the position
of the winding on the former may be
important-it probably will be if another
winding figures in the structure.

Exactly to Specification.
We cannot undertake to receive faulty sets

for examination, however much we would
like to. You see, there are about one
hundred and fifty thousand or so of you
regular readers, and if only one -tenth of
one per cent of you were to meet with
trouble and push your gear alona to us,
it would mean we'd have the whole of our
research department flooded out. But what -

we do is to select certain querists who are
apparently meeting with unusual kinds of
faults, and get their sets from them, so
we can find out exactly where are these
interesting snags.

Most of the cases are of people who say
they have adhered absolutely to the eon!
struetional details and tried every remedy
suggested to overcome the trouble they
are experiencing. And what a shock we,
often get when the set arrives ! We hardly
recognise the thing for our own receiver
'at times !

But I for one do not immediately, pour
forth invective 'directed at such a con-
structor-none of us on " P.W." does.
We realise that a man might make a mess
of -,---what seems to us, and a good Many of

-AND A CONSTRUCTOR'S VERSION

. ,

-
Would you think this was the same set? It is supposed to be ! Note the mains unit crammed into the
H.F. end. If such a distorted version of the original design worked at all it would be a minor miracle

sets in use where there were once only
about ten per emit, many constructors
begin with a three or even four -valve set.
And I think this is less a compliment to their
own prowess as it is a compliment to the
prices of modern radio gear.

But there you are, when nearly all one's
friends and all one's neighbours have three,
four, and five -valve sets, one can be excused
for not going right back to crystal sets to
learn the elements of radio set construction.
And it is. not necessary that one should.
You can make your set a three or four -valve
set go long as you do stick to the book.

you-a simple job of set building, and yet
be a mighty clever fellow in some other
way. I, for instance, know a good bit about
radio sets, but I'm a poor amateur at
carpentry. A professional carpenter could
be forgiven for laughing at some of my
efforts in that direction.

So, for goodness' sake, don't think I'm
having a chuckle at, or holding up anyone
for public ridicule who slips up in assembling
a radio outfit. I am appealing especially
to new readers of " P.W." to treat their
radio construction more as a science than
as a kind of jig -saw foriZzle.
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A PW:SAFE-POWEI1'
CI1ARGER.

Here_ are full details of an extremely simple battery
charger for D.C. mains It is economical to use, easy to build and to operate, and, what is most important, designed

in' accordance with our famous "P,W." "Safe -Power " schemes. It is therefore perfectly safe to handle.
THE first " P.W." series of " Safe -

Power" mains units came to an
end some time ago, but since then we

have observed a considerable revival of
interest in L.T. battery -charging from D.C.
mains, and so we have decided to make an
addition to the line.

It seems that the early objection (of
expense) to charging from D.C. mains is
gradually disappearing. At one time, of
course, it was regarded as prohibitively
wasteful, but in those days valves were

EVER SO SIMPLE, ISN'T IT ?

This is the extremely simple circuit used in the charger, which canno'
possibly go wrong or cause any trouble,

greedy, and so we had to use large accumu-
lators with a heavy charging rate.

Valves have now become so modest in
their filament currents that medium-sized
sets can be run satisfactorily from quite
small L.T. batteries, and this has made
some considerable alteration in the position.
So, too, has the development of the modern
method of " trickle " charging.

These two factors together would appear
to have brought D.C. mains charging well
into the realm of practical politics, hence the
birth of yet another " Safe -Power" unit.

Perfectly Safe.
In designing it we have borne in mind

rot merely tie usual safety requirements
which have been so strong a feature of the
whole series, but also the vital one of
convenience in use.

This is really of very great importance.
The whole success of the trickle method of
charging depends on the frequent and
regular bringing up of the battery to a filly -
charged condition. The idea, as you may
know, is to start with a fully -charged
battery and arrange to give it every night
a small charge to make up for the current
used during the previous day and evening.

For this purpose a very low charging
rate is used, and to keep a battery healthy
under these conditions it is necessary

that it should not be run down far, and that
it be brought right up to the fully -charged
state every time it is put on charge.

This really means that it must be charged
every night or every second night with
great regularity, and that is where the im-
portance of convenience comes in. Human
nature being what it is, if the battery has to
be disconnected from the set, taken to
another room and connected up to the
charger, it is by no means certain to get
done as regularly as it should !

What is wanted is pretty
obvious : a charger incor-
porating a switching device,
so that everything can be
kept permanently connected
up. Thus, all you have to do
to disconnect the accumu-
lator from the set and put it
on charge is to operate the
switch, and it is esay to
make a -habit of doing this
every night when reception
has finished.

Controls the Set.
As a matter of fact, it

this switching device is pro-
perly arranged it need not
add an extra " operation "
at all. You can leave the
L.T. switch on the set per-
manently "on," and do the

whole control with the charging switch
alone. To work the set you put the
switch in one position, and to turn
the setoff and put the battery on
charge for the night you just push
the switch over to the Other position.

That, naturally, is how we have
designed our " Safe -Power " charger.
and you will find it is really a saving
of trouble to use it, because you never
have to disconnect the battery for
charging at all.

As in every member of the series, a
neat little metal " chassis " . or base
provides the foundation for a sound
and Y.eliable unit with all the robust
appearance of an engineer's produc-
tion. One side of the base is of ebonite
and carries four terminals, on the top
is a double -pole change -over
switch and two lamp holders,
and that is all. Pretty simple,
isn't it ?
The Metal Base.

You can obtain this base
fitted with the ebonite strip
and with all drilling done,
from the usual suppliers but
those who are good at metal
work may like the main
dimensions, Here they are :

Length, 7 ins. ; width, 3i in. (not counting
thickness of ebonite strip) ; depth, 2 in.

The " batten " type lampholders are
secured to the top with brass screws and
nuts, likewise the :witch, and then when
the terminals have been fitted comes the
final step, the wiring. There is very
little of it, and the job will only take you a
few minutes, but you will find .it easier to
do if you first remove the tiro CridX 'of the
metal base. These can be replaced when the
wiring is finished.

Fixing the Charger.
By the way, you will note that the under.

side of the base is not closed in, The interior
wiring. is live " when the charger is
working, hence steps should be taken to
prevent unwary_persons from getting shockS
froth it.

The intention is that the unit shall be
fixed in place in some convenient spot,
e.g. the underside of the table on which the
set stands. If this is done (with a couple of
smallmetal brackets fixed to. the unit with
screws and nuts) there, is no risk, since the
underside is, protected..

The place chosen, of course, .should be
such that it is easy to reach the change-
over switch, but there is no need to be able
to see it ; the lamp (or lamps) light up in the
" charge " position, so you can tell in a
moment how the switch is set.

(Continued on next page)

READY FOR USE

According to the wattage of the lamp
the charging rate can be increased or decreased as desired.
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* ..... 1 *
AN EXTERNAL I

++ VOLUME CONTROL I

THERE are large numbers of, simple sets
-1 of -the two- or three-valVe type which are

not provided with any means of con-
trolling 'volume,- but on which it is -often
found desirable to cut down the power
from near -by stations. A simple means of
adjusting volume can be added to such sets
without interfering, with them in any way..

The control consists of a variable capacity
in series with the aerial lead. As this
capacity is decreased, volume will be cut
down and vice versa. It will not permit
another station to interfere in the same
way as volume control by de -tuning would ;
and, as a matter of fact, in many cases it,
will improve the selectivity of the receiver.

A condenser with a maximum capacity of
 0005 is connected in series with the aerial
lead to the set. When at its maximum it
will not usually affect the set in any way
whether it is used on medium or long waves.
The condenser may be of the ordinary
tuning, compression or solid dielectric type.

* . -a- ...

CURING MICROPHONIC

VALVES.
* ar- *

ONE of the most annoyinglittle troubles
which can occur in radio is the gradu-
ally -building -up howl which is caused

by a mierophonic valve.

found as a rule that in such cases a rather
higher H.T. voltage than usual is in use
en the detector valve, making it more
sensitive than it -would be -normally -

If such is the case, the remedy is -obviously
to reduce the, voltagea _when the trouble is
almost sure to cease. It may be necessary
to go as low "as'30 to 40 volts, but the loss -
in sensitivity will not matter inset set With
high -gain L.F. stages.

* * -

The - B.B.C.'s Studio,
choral work is under-.
taken -by members of
the Wireless' Chorus, the

_numbers varying ward-
ing to programmes.

* * *

Eight soloists known
as the "Wireless
Singers" form the
nucleus of the Wire-
less Chorus.

The B.B.C. will
always consider plays
which have been spec-
ially written or adapted
for the microphone.

About four out of
every five applications
for the B.B.C.'s S.O.S.
facilities are turned'
down for not complying
with the rules.

* *

A -13 W." " SAFE -

POWER " CHARGER -

(Continued front previous page.) #

--
Now to get the unit connected up and

working. Join the battery to the terminals
marked " accumulator," and those marked

NOT MUCH TO WIRE
L.T. OH SET

I I

HOLDER

I
10,

DOUBLE POLE
CHANGE OVER
SWITCH.

8

E O

ACCUMULATOR

BATTEN
HOLDER

0\

PLUG TO MAINS
X 700

When wiring up be careful that you connect the switch properly, or you
may have trouble.

In all the time that it has been running the
B.B.C.'s S.O.S service has-so far as is known
-been abused only twice.

Every year about 850 or 900 S.O.S. messages'_
are broadcast, approximately half of, them

being successful.

ALL THERE IS UNDERNEATH

Compare this photograph of the actual charger with the wiring diagram, and
you will see exactly how the connections are made.

With many valves it can be cured by
sticking a lump of Plasticine on top of the
valve, or by damping 'the. glass in some
other manner. Sometimes, however; prac-
tically any valve put in the detector position
will start up a howl,. all with their own
particular note. -

This generally only happens when a very
high ':degree of magnification is being
obtained from the various stager of the
set, of when the'set is 'working right on
the -edge elf instability; ,It will also be

a * *

The site of the Scot-
tish Regional Station
has been chosen at
Westerglen.

* *

A most important
difference between the
new North Regional
station and Brook -
mans Park is in' the
height of the masts.
The height of the
Brookmans Par k
masts is limited to
200 feet by the Air
Ministry, but the
North Regional's three -
masts are each ,500
feet high.

* *

Four.Post Office
telephone cables, con-
nect the Savoy Hill -

studio to Brookmans
Park.

-7- - COMPONENTS FOR THE " SAFE -
POWER " CHARGER.

1 "Safe -Power " charger chassis (Mag-
num, or Keystone, Ready Radio, etc.)

2 Batten lamp holders.
1 Double -pole change -over switch, Fa'

mains type (Bulgin).
"-E- 4 Insulated terminals (Belling and Lee).

Wire, screws and nuts, flex, mains
plug or adapter, etc.,

a7airailain1Iliiiiii)anapifilfifipfialfil11:111a1pli1111:11011i.':

" L.T. on set " to the ones on your receiver
to which the battery used to be connected.
Be careful to get the positives and negatives
right.

Now put a lamp (any size for a start) in
one of the sockets and insert the plug (or
-adapter) in a mains point. See that the
L.T. switch on the set is at "on," and try
the switch on the charger in each position.
In one you will find the set is turned on,
and works as usual, and in the other the
lamp lights up.
Testing Polarity.

The latter is the " charge " position,
but before you are ready to- go ahead and
use the unit you have first to find the right
way round for the plug in the mains point_
to make the polarity come right for charging.

To do this, . you want a piece of pole -
finding paper, or a pole -finder device. Dis-
connect the leads from the battery while the
mains plug is out of its socket, then insert
the plug, put the switch in the " charge"
position, and try the ends of these wires on
the pole -finding paper.

If the polarity thus found agrees with the
marking of the terminals, well and good:
If it does not-, reverse the plug in the mains
point. In future be careful to see that the
plug is always kept this way in.
The Charging Rate.

Finally, about the charge rate. If the
total filament consumption of your set is
anything up to .3 amp. you require a rate of
about 2 amp. for charging. On mains of
200avolts or over this means one lamp of 40
watts in either (not both) socket. On 100
volts you want a lamp of 80 watts, or a
pair giving a total wattage of 80.

For sets with larger filament currents you
should preserve the same ratio, and in
these cases you will "generally have to use
two lamps to get the right current.
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Some questions and
answers of - general,
radio interest that will
aid you in your radio

reception.

SUPER -HET QUALITY ? - HUM
FROM THE VOLUME CONTROL-
WATCH YOUR WATCH-TWO-

FOUB-OR SIX-VOLTERS ?

Under the above title, week by week, our Chief Radio Consultant comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers.Don't address your questions to Captain Eckersley, however, a selection of those received by the Query Department in the
ordinary way will be answered by him.

Super -Het Quality ?
D. N. (Stroud).-" I am rather- keen to

make up a super -het. using S.G. inter-
mediate stages, but I seem to remember
having read an article in which it was
stated that it is impossible to get perfect -
quality with any receiver of this type.

I do not understand why it should not
be possible to get first-class quality, and
would be glad if you would kindly explain
matters to me.""

I do not understand why this rumour
has got round that it is impossible to get
good quality out of a super -het. I see no
theoretical reason whatever why this should
be so.

I have heard most excellent quality from
the super -het., more I cannot say, except
to wish you the very best results and the
most interesting time in building a super-

het.. and to hope that more and more
people will realise that this type of instru-
ment does possess several theoretical ad-
vantages which might become practical if
the practical design were studied ait fond.

Hum From the Volume Control.
M. A. B. (Felixstowe).-" With the par-

ticular volume control I have in use, each
time I touch the knob-which, by the way,
is joined direct to the grid of the valve,
the volume control being a potentiometer
across the secondary of the L.F. trans-
former-a humming noise is heard in the
loud speaker.

" I find that if- I touch the grid of the
valve, a similar hum is heard. An examina-
tion of the volume control has shown that
there is a metal ring just under the knob
outside the panel, with the result that when
I touch the volume control, I really place
my fingers on the grid of the valve.

Is there any method of connecting the
volume control so that this hum can he
avoided ? Alternatively, does the presence
of this hum indicate a fault ? "

The body has considerable capacity and
a resistance which varies very much, but
is of the order of hundreds of thousands of
ohms. You, sir, are a leaky condenser.

The connection of a leaky cendenser
between grid and earth is a probable means
of upsetting the balance of the circuit
against hum as originally conceived. I
cannot give you a more categoric answer
than this,, but I can assure you that the
presence of the hum does not indicate a
fault, and I can only recommend you to a

better mechanical design for overcoming
the trouble that you have corrutly diag-
nosed.

It is a little difficult to recommend to
you a means whereby you could overcome
the necessity of touching the metal of the
volume control adjustment, but I do know
one which is nasty but very effective, and
that is wrap it up in insulating tape.

THE EARTH -LEAD'S EXIT

Getting a short earth lead without undue damage
to window frames, etc., is often something of a
problem, but the method shown here has proved

very satisfactory in use.

Then, again, if you are an. ingenious
mechanic, you might make a little cup to
go over the top of the knob, the cup to be
secured by, screws which bite into the
insulator and nowhere touch metal.

Watch Your Watch,
11I. C. (Dulwich).-" I have been in the

habit of making adjustments to my moving-
coil loud speaker when Wearing my wrist
watch and the behaviour of the watch has
been adversely affected thereby. -

" This, I imagine, must be a fairly common
experience with professional electrical
engineers, and I would welcome some
advice as to the method of curing, the
magnetisation of the watch which, I take
it, is responsible for its present erratic
behaviour. Can such a cure be effected at
home ? "

It seems I must study many of the pro-
fessions as I make my way along the prim-
rose path to the everlasting bonfire. I
answer as one ignoramus to another, and
as one who curiously has never suffered
from the trouble of a magnetised watch.
'even my which supports
watch must frequently have. been inter-
laced with many dense lines of. magneti,
force.

I imagine, although I speak under correc-
tion, that the magnetic force produces an
effect in the mainspring which is neces-
sarily made of magnetic material, and I

, should suggest that the mainspring would
have to be replaced once it has been mag-
netised.

Whether all those little wheels are made
of steel I do not really know ; if they aro
they may be getting into awful troubk
particularly that little fellow that works
in the escapement, but I am sure that tic
repair could not be undertaken at home.

But I am assured that if the watch is
placed in an alternating magnetic field am
then slowly removed it is restored to its
pristine effectiveness. Do let me know if
that's true.

Two -four -or Six-Volters ?
N. '0. (Biriningham).-" Valve makers

list 2-, 4 -and 6 -volt valves in.their cata-
logues, and since I, am making up a set, I
shall be glad if you will let me know

. whether there is any advantage from the
point of view of signal strength in choosing
6- or 4 -volt valves, in preference to 2-
volters ?

" I am a complete novice, and I only
want to get the best results."

There is no real difference, except that
the power output of a 6 -volt valve is gener-
ally more than a 2 -(or 4 -volt) valve. There
isn't so much in it as all that, and when you
think that a 2 -volt accumulator of given
cost and bulk lasts longer than a 6 -volt
accumulator you have an argument for
a 2 -volt valve. But you also have one for a
6, so obviously be typically British and
buy a 4 -volt valve.
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: SUNDAY POLICY f._

+. CRITICISED
NEW RIDGEVVAy SERIES- ;
NIGHT LIFE --MICROPHONE +4,

4 NEWCOMERS; 'Me. +

Microphone Newcomers.
First. appearances before the microphone

are always as interesting to 'listeners' as
they are supposed to be as terrible to those
who Consent to undefgo erdeali Icut
first broadcasts are not now -so common-
place'as they once Were, so that it is worthy
of mention that one or two are included
in programmes for..the near future-

Jack Martin's Majestic Orchestra is a
newcomer to the Northern programmes,

+ and Manchester and Leeds listeners will*''''''''"+-'""'* no doubt give it the usual hearty welcome
when its programme. is relayed from theTHE Sunday policy of the B.. under Hotel Majestic, St. Anne's -on -Sea,  atcloser and more critical examMat ion
10.30 p.m. on' Wednesday; February 18th.now than ever before. There' are

several lines 'of attack ; some wish alterna-
tives to religious services ; some wielietO
:eliminate religious services entirely ; some
 seek a rearrangement 'that will enable
the Main evening programme to start
earlier ; and some are asking for longer
transmissions. Newspapers appear to be
getting a good deal of correspondence on
various aspects of this subject. .It is un-
likely the B.B.C. will make' any drastic
alteration of Sunday programme policy,
at least at this juncturee..

But it is expected that the. hours of
transmission will be, slightly extended.
This will make a further inroad into the
" silent " periods . so dear to the hard-
pressed amateur. As to alternatives to
religious services, there will beno relaxation
in that direction for a long time 'yet.

The New Ridgeway Series.
As already exclusively announced in

POPULAR WIRELESS, Mr. Philip Ridgeway
returns to the microphone early 'in March
.7with another series of his feature ` Parade "
programmes. Altogether he is arranging
six shows, each of which will be heard
twice-once on the National- transmitters
and repeated another night for London
Regional listeners-and he' -promises even
more enjoyable evenings' e than his last
bunch of entertainments gave.

To dethis.Mr. Ridgeway ishifseeengaging
neiv--aittiSteS,and he has just succeeded in
hiS c6-arefr  fOr-T'a girl with pnre.'
English void,"."

Airoady hee-has given more than a hundred
anditiOns, and will probably give many more
before he finds the artistes he wants; The
first, of the new "Ridgeway Parades " will be
broadcast on Monday, March 2nd (National),
and Tuesday, March 3rd (London Regional).

Night Life of Two Centuries,
Mr. Lance de G. Sievekhig, the " ideas "

specialist at .Savoy Hill; has just.completed
his next special programme which National
and London Regional listeners are to hear
on Thursday and Saturday, February 12th
and 14th.

It is entitled " The Pursuit of Pleasure,"
and is intended to give listeners, an idea
of night life.during the last two centuries
at pleasure resorts, some of which are
now known only by name and tradition.

Amopg.:thenci. are Vauxhall Gardens, the
Grecian Saloon, Astley's Circus, the Cock
Pit Royal, the Diorama, the -Royal Panopti-
can, and the Devil's Tavern: .Characters
who will he heard in imagination are Mozaet,
Grimaldi,  Henry Irving,  Jenny Lind,
Madame 'Bortie (the lady  balloonist),

Sterndale'13enneft, and, dear. old
Marie 'LloYd.'

FOR THE LISTENER
By _" PHILEMON."

A critical survey of some of the recent programmes, with
frank comments on the fare provided and the way it is served up.

Another -Arst broadcast to catch our
-eye is that by the Pentrepoeth 'Senior
Boys' School Choir during -a Welsh pro-
gramme from the Cardiff studio on Monday

'eVening, February 18th. This ChOir was
not formed until 1928, but it has already
given performances of two Gilbert and
Sullivan light operas and won a first prize
at the .L1a,nelly National Eisteddfod. In
the same programme will 'be Pennillion
singing by Mr. Alwyn Jones, and items
by the National Orchestra of Wales.

Opere Excerpts.
A new series of excerpts from operas

beginning with a relay a the Covent Garden
Opera Company's per-
formance of Bigolette "
from the Empire Theatre,

NEXT WEEK.

HIGH OVER EVERYTHING
LOOMS

THE "COMET " !
There is sure to be a big demand for the
6d. BLUE PRINT FREE

SO

ORDER YOUR
"P.W." NOW

Relays from seaside resorts have
lost none of their popularity.

The seaside spells holidays, and,
whether it is winter or ,summer, the micro-
phone generally succeeds in capturing an
atmosphere of freedom from care and worry,
which although mainly reminiscent., never-
theless is very enjoyable.

Liverpool, for National listeners next
Tuesday, February 10th, will be an attrac-
tive feature during the next few weeks.
Four days later London Regional listeners
will hear part of "-II- Trovatore,"

-0 -4.-4. -4.---------4-4,-4.--4-  -4.-4-0-4.*
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Personalities,

MR. HAROLD NICOLSON has broken
out in another place. Four o'clock
in the afternoon is perhaps an awk-

ward time for most of us ; but, if you can
manage it, I exhort you to listen to the
brilliant word -etchings which he makes of
modern personalities on Tuesdays. It is a
task peculiarly suited to his gifts ; for there
is a natural acid about him which suggests
the etcher. -

The Mouse and the Lions.
It was amusing the other evening in the

Symphony condert' to hear Wanda Lan -

dowska; with 'here harpsichord joyously
Tsteliggiing to hold her own with the trom-
lithies and the deUniS in POulenc's Cencert
Glampetre.

. It sounded rather like a mouse running in.
.out six -404.g, the pws, of.,r9aringelions,

malting its little noise. Aniermet did, his

best with Poulenc, and _I had moments of
illumination and gaiety ; but in the matter
of this modern music I still feel like a Babe
lost in the howling woods.

Foreigner Broadcasters.
It is not often one hears an Englishman

broadcasting .from a foreign station, but
foreigners seem to occupy our programmes
in increasing force. Not only- in music.
Dr. Briffeuft and Professor Malanowski
debate the problems of Marriage in alien
accents.

Interesting as they are, I do not think
they debate very well, and surely we have
anthropologists who could do it better ?
Often foreigners seem to lack the sense of
humour ; or perhaps they leave it behind
them, imagining that we prefer to take not-
enly,our pleasures but our lessonS sadly !

(Continued on page 1008.)
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HOP,
A small series condenser in the aerial lead is a great help to
successful! she rt-wave reception. Here is a simple design of

home-made condenser for the short-wave enthusiast.

HAVE you ever disconnected the aerial
lead from a short-wave set, left it
lying near by; and then searched for

signals ? It is apt to be an illuminating
experience, for you will often find that the
stations come in almost as well as ever.

How do they manage it-? Mostly by way
of the small capaeity existing between the
aerial lead and the. wiring and components
in the receiver. You will find that if the
disconnected lead is moved more than
perhaps a foot or so from the set, signals
practically cease.

This indicatee that as long as there is a
certain amount -of capacity between aerial
and set the signals will get through, but if

HOW ITS MADE: -

ybsise -
MOVING

PLATE

5mAcc
7ERmwou..

1
Sz*

SMALL TERMINAL IC7IXE0 PLATE

The necessary dimensions for making the " Shorta-
denser."

the capacity is reduced too much they will
become very weak.

It is interesting to try making the
capacity a bit bigger. For example, let the
disconnected aerial lead trail about among
the actual wiring and components of 'the
tuned circuit in the set. In many cases
signals will now be practically up to normal,
and there will be in all probability a definite
improvement in the reaction, control.

Smoother Reaction Control.
. This last is important. It would seem
that to insert just the right value of capacity
in series in the aerial lead might well lead to
a general improvement in results. As long
as the capacity is not too small. there is no
loss of volume, and reaction is almost
always made smoother and brought better
under control.

This is more particularly the case with a
fair sized aerial. On quite small ones a series
condenser is not as a rule beneficial, and the
set works just as well without it. -

A series condenser in the aerial lead is
quite commonly used in short-wave work,
and it is generally of some 'adjustable type
with quite a small maximum capacity, say,
.00005 mfd. Condensers of the Neutra-
dyne " type are often employed for the
purpose, and the operator sets the capacity
to suit his aerial and receiver.

Now, a very simple
little component will Serve
the purpose perfectly well,
a n d it occurred to us
recently that the shert-
wave enthusiasts might
like a design for one they
could make for themselves.

There are all sorts Of
Ways of making up a
small adjustable capacity
of this kind, and it doesn't
very much matter how it
scheme we chose for our
out very simply from the
pciint of view, and functions

is done. The
example works
constructional

perfectly Satis-
factorily.

You want first an oblong piece of ebonite
as. a base, with holes for fixing Screws at the
corners. On this you seccotine a piece of
thin aluminium or copper foil, cut to the
special arrow -head shap illustrated, and
mount through both base and foil a Small
terminal for connection to this " plate " of
the condenser.

The Moving " Plate.
The " moving " plate is cut from a thicker

gauge of copper or aluminium, say 22 or 24
gauge, again to a rather peculiar Special
shape which is quite clearly illustrated.
These special shapes,, by the
way, are arranged to give the
desired variation of capacity
with a comparatively small
alteration in the position of
the moving plate.

The latter is arranged to
pivot about a point near the
narrow end. It is secured here
with a brass. screw through
the base, with a spring washer
between the ebonite and the
plate. Put a nut on top of the
plate, tighten until the plate
only moves rather stiffly,
then add another nut to lock
the first one.

Before thus assembling,
however, fix a small knob of
some kind where indicated,

and at another point fit another screw and
nut through the plate to grip the end of a
short piece of flex (about I./ in. long). This
flex provides the connection between the
moving plate and the other terminal
mounted in the base ; never depend on
rubbing contacts in short-wave gear.

The, knob, by the way, can be just a little
block of wood secured with a small counter-
sunk -head brass screw passing up into it
through the metal plate. We actually used
an odd ebonite knob we found in the junk
box, fixed with a brass screw of the correct
thread to fit the tapped hole in the under-
side.

Having assembled the little gadget. you
have just to bend the upper plate until it is
about * in. or a little less above the fixed
plate, and it is ready to use.

CAPACIT Y EASILY VARIED.

Here is the little component ready for work. The moving pia
can be swung clear of the fixed on either side. e.....

BROADCAST BREVITIES 1

During 1930 the average increase in the
number of wireless licences taken out in this
country was seventy per day.

*

Provided Treasury sanction is forthcoming,
the B.B.C. will erect a permanent short-wave
station at Daventry for Empire service. The
B.B,C -is to claim only actual out-of-pocket
expenditure.

*

The counties in which the percentage of
licences to- population is highest are' Oxford-
shire, Hertfordshire, " London," and Northants.

Of the ten shillings paid for a wireless licence
the B.B.C. receives only about 6s. 6d.

The dots of the B.B.C. hour time signal
represent respectively the 55th, 56th, 57th,
58th, 59th, and 60th seconds.

For the benefit of ships at sea, etc., Rugby
transmits at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. a time signal
which can be received in most parts of the world.

The new B.B.C. headquarters in Portland
Place, London, W., has twelve floors, three of
which are below street level.

Twenty studios will be arranged for in thenew B.B.C. headquarters, one being largeenough to accommodate a full orchestra and an
audience of about 1,000 people.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested and
Found--

"BYLDURONE."
THIS is an interesting scheme which

enables an amateur quite easily to con-
struct a cabinet having a good ap-

pearance, and which is inexpensive and easy
to assemble. All the tools needed are a saw
and a screwdriver. - The necessary woocl

The materials and tools concerned with the" Byldurone " system.

supplied in standard lengths, and sets of =four :-
angle pieces are obtainable'in nickel plate,
oxy-copper, oxy-silver, or in a colour to match
the cabinet finishing materialS; of Which
there is a wide range available, .including
crocodile. lizard, leather and wood -veneer.

The originators of this scheme, and the
suppliers of the sets of parts are our old
friends J. J: Eastick .& Sons,- Ltd., of
Eelex House; .116, Bunhill ROY, London,

The Brownie " Baby. Grand " Receiver.

E.C.1. I would advise 'constructors to
send to this firm kir, any literature
Eastick's may have available regarding their
" Byldurone scheme.

THE EELEX RADIO BULLETIN.
The latest nitinber of this enterprising

J. J;.,r Eaatick.& Son's --house ergo,. is' to
hand, and comprises, as jzsual, much
intereatht and useful reading':'

NEW BROWNIE SET.
The Brownie Wireless Co., Ltd.,

is now marketing a two -valve set,
which is called the "Baby Grand,"
for only £3 5s., and this two -valve
set has a handsome polished oak
cabinet with built-in loud speaker.
And the price, 65s., includes two
British valves and royalties paid.
I have not tested one of these sets,
but it sounds a real. bargain. The

Brownie people are also marketing a three -
valve all -mains set for fifteen guineas.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK.
This is the handbook of the American

Radio Relayieague, and is a comprehensive
manual of - short-wave practice and

procedure. I have just been
glancing through the new
seventh edition, and it cer-
tainly does seem a fine
production.- I expect
W. L. S. will have something
to say about it in his notes
in due course. In the mean-
time, I presume you have to
send over to America for it.
The price is one dollar.

A MULLARD FOLDER.
The revised edition of the

Millard folder entitled " A
Million Aerials Lead Down to Mullard
Valves," is now available to the trade, and
will no doubt eagerly be absorbed in
thousands by dealers. The folder is
brought right up-to-date and gives full data
regarding all Mullard battery and mains-
operated receiving valves.

ANOTHER FERRANTI CHART.
Ferranti, Ltd., have prepared a con-

structional chart dealing with an A.C. mains
three -valve receiver, copies of which they
are prepared to send to all
interested " P.W." readers
who care to ask for them.

ALL-ELEVTR1C SETS.
Those " P.W." readers who

contemplate buying an all -
electric set should inake a
special point of acquiring the
new folder issued by Varley.
This gives full details of the
'Varley Senior All - electric
Receiver, and the Varley
Radio Gramophone. This
last is entirely self-contained
and, with its one -dial tuning,
super - power moving - coil
speaker, etc., is a particularly
ment.

GAS -OHMS.

I
-

have now received samples of those
Gas -ohms to which I referred in this page
a few weeks back:, Gas -ohms, as you will
probably remember, are gas -filled resist-
ances, made by Rotor Electric, Ltd. The
resistance elements are enclosed in small
glass tubes filled with a special gas'.

But a Gas -ohm grid leak has, similar
dimensions to a grid leak of any normal

Manufacturers and traders are invited
to submit radio apparatus of any kind

- for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."

 Technical Department with the strictest
- of impartiality, under the personal super -
_E vision of the Technical Editor.

Lz. We should like to point out that we
 prefer to receive production samples

picked from stock, and that we cannot
 guarantee their safe return undamaged,

as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect
much of the gear in the course of our

 investigations I

And readers should note that the
subsequent reports appearing on this

 p age are intended as guides to buyers,
 and are therefore framed up in a readily

readable manner free from technicalities
u nnecessary for that immediate purpose.

51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111l11111111111111111fr--,

construction, and will- fit in any ordinary
grid -leak holder.

I carefully tested two samples sent me
and found their resistances almost exactly
identical with the specifications. I know of
only one other make which in my tests
has measured up so closely.

It is clear that Gas -ohms should be
consistent and reliable in use, and as their
prices are low, they should enjoy con-
siderable success.

. RADIO PART EXCHANGE SCHEME.
Messrs. Wingrove & Rogers, makers of

the famous Polar condensers, have launched
a special part exchange scheme. This, in

Here you see how a " Byldurone " cabinet is assembled.

fine instru-

GILBERT WIRELESS CABINETS.
the:list of wireless cabinets due to J. C.

Gilbert of Old SWindon, Wilts;details a most
comprehensive range of tyrs,s4table for
all pi* s'eS poekete-.

brief, means that they will allow two
shillings on any old variable condenser
returned to them through local dealers
irrespective of make, if it is accompanied
by ari order for one of the Polar Ideal con-
densers 'or Ideal drum controls.

They will accept any, numbe stf old,

Condensers on these terms.
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f ORM ELM
CHL,KELS

The prices of R.I. Transformers now range from 21/- down to 10/6. EACH
MODEL IS THE MOST EFFICIENT IN ITS CLASS AND ABSOLUTELY
THE CHEAPEST IN COMPARISON WITH ANY OTHER, considering reliability
and guaranteed performance. They are best beyond refute-therefore it is
obviously wiser to insist on R.I. Ask your Radio dealer for R.I. Literature
or write direct to R.I. in cases of difficulty.

7Ae

HYPERM1TE
NIKALLOY CORE L.F. TRANSFORMER
The lowest priced transformer with the amazing
NIKALLOY core that can be relied upon to give the
FULL EFFICIENCY THAT NIKALLOY ALONE
MAKES POSSIBLE. It is the smallest transformer
yielding such a remarkable performance, and is
INDISPENSABLE FOR MODERN COMPACT
AND ECONOMICAL SET BUILDING.
HYPERMITE. Model DY20. Distinguished by its small
size 2 x 1g x 21 ins. high, and handsome BAKELITE 1 /6
CASE finished as FIGURED WALNUT, Primary induct-
ance 50 henries. Ratio to 1. - - - -

AND THE

" HYPERMU " Nikallov Core L.F. Transformer
The original NIKALLOY model giving an amplification MORE POWER-
FUL AND UNIFORM THAN ANY OTHER COMMERCIAL L.F-
TRANSFORMER. It is impossible to buy better whatever the cost.
Primary inductance, 85 henries. Ratio 4 to I. Distinguished
by the HANDSOME BLACK BAKELITE CASE. - - 21/

The Improved G.P., L.F. Transformer
A new, larger "general purpose" transformer for use where considerations of
space do not arise. Fitted in a beautiful GREEN BAKELITE CASE. With
an improved iron core, its electrical characteristics shew a vast advance on
the original G.P. model. Ratio 3g to 1. Primary inductance 35,40 henries.
Weight 18 ozs. THE LOWEST PRICED TRANSFORMER

10/6WITH SUCH HIGH PRIMARY INDUCTANCE - - -

The" HYPERCORE " Output or Filter Smoothing Choke
THE FIRST NICKEL IRON CHOKE for OUTPUT FILTER OR
SMOOTHING PURPOSES. Low self capacity with high inductance
ENSURES BRILLIANCE OF REPRODUCTION. In-
ductance 30 henries, Maximum D.C. 80 milliamperes A 17/6striking example of British Radio Production

and the New G.P. Filter Output Choke
For output filter smoothing or L. F. coupling (maximum D.C. 60 m.a.) A small generalpurpose choke encased in beautiful GREEN BAKELITE. For portablesand other receivers where space is limited. D.C. resistance 400 ohms.

12/6Inductance 25 henries. Maximum D.C. 30'60 milliamps. Sire 2s: 21 ins. high. List No. DY25 - -

The "HYPERMITE "

The "HYPERCORE "

BUY R.I. THE BEST-THEY COST NO MORE AND ENSURE SATISFACTION
THE ADVERTISEMENT OF R.I. LTD., MADRIGAL If ORKS, PURLEY IVAY, CROYDON. Pho!tc : rho, it!v;i c..dh 32! L.
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GREAME RARIOSENSATION'.
3...VALVE SET OBTAINS OVER 60 STATIONS
ON LOUDSPEAKER WITH INDOOR AERIAL

T;)is is the new Aorthampton Plating Co. Sitper Selective 3 -Valve Loud
Speaker set which is now 'offered to the public, After Months of careful
research a circuit -has. been designed superibr in selectivity to a Streeii-grid
set; and vet remarkably -simple, It can be used, not only for.eutting out
the loCal station, -Mit, for other disturbances, such as McifSe. It -is the

cheapest, -and- most -selective -in the -world:- No-solcl4ring required
or coil changing, Experts have- declared it absolutely.. unique. Over
fifty stations have been. obtained on loud -speaker with -aerial 20 feet high,
using. cheap valves, including Cardiff; Paris, 'Madrid; -Narich'eSter,IStutt
gart, 'FOulonSe, HainbtirgT Glasgow, Frankfurt, -Rome; Pangen.bergi Berlin;
Brussels; lialuntlborg,..---Kenigswitsterhausen, Radio Paris.
These .:Were obtained 3 -miles from Daventry 5GB was working.
Thousands of novices with no knowledge -Of Wifeless -have built the 'old
Northairiptim :Plating Cm Super 2..aqd.3 iii all part's of the world, and have
been astounded by the` 'resorts eyen- with cheap componentswhut the new
Super Selective 3 makes other sets old-fashioned and inarks. the greateSt
improvement in valve sets for years,. Orders have poured in from all parts
of the world, includinr,'' America, Turkey, Gold Coast, and Nigeria, In
order to give everyone the opportunity of testing out the new circuit, two
tid. Blueprints, one for new Super Selective a and one for. Super Selective
3 Valve, will be supplied for 3d. each. .

NEW SUPER 4 - VALVE PORTABLE SEPARATES -.TWO
BROOKMANS PARK STATIONS UNDER THE AERIALS

This is the latest model circuit by the Northampton Plating Co. offered to the public
for the first time. It has been specially designed, to satisfy the requirements of the
new Regional stations. Owing to its wonderful selectivity, it requires no wavetrap
and obtains under favourable conditions a. large number of Continental -stations at
loud -speaker strength, including Toulouse, Hilversum, Eiffel Tower, Konigswuster-
hausen, and Radio Paris. ' At less than half the price of a high-class portable set,
it is acknowledged under severe technical tests to be far superior. In order to show
what marvellous results can be obtained, the set was placed between two aerials at the
entrance to Brookmans Park, and the two programmes were easily separated. The
set was also taken on a 1,000 -mile motor tour over England and Wales. On the
south coast and east coast many stations were easily obtained on loud speaker at
good strength. Even in Wales, where reception is difficUlt, excellent results were
also obtained. In order that everyone may be able to construct this unique portable
set, a full-size shilling Blueprint, with details and instructions, can be obtained -from
Northampton Plating Co. for 6d. Letters must be fully stamped. NAME ,AND
ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS.

TRADE SERVICE AGENTS WANTED.

READ THESE TESTIMONIALS
It may, perhaps, interest you to know that I had my

3 -valve set converted to your circuit some months ago,
and I have logged over sixty stations on theloud.speaker,

When I tell you that I only have an indOor aerial and the
gas bracket for an earth you will, understand this is a
remarkable achievement, particularly. "as-- I 'am situated.
practically on the top of the' train wires and' electric
railway a couple of hundred yards away. I am 'certainly
troubled with noises as the trams coins tip' the street,
.but this, I presume; is only to, be expected.-C. R. A.,
Birkenhead. 5.1.3x.

Thanking you for goods of such excellent value received
so quickly and well packed. I have made your 2 -valve
set and am quite astonished at the result.

Working at 42 volts for the highest inmost cases I have
received well over 39 stations. Each of these with the
greatest quality. I am using a poor little indoor aerial
slung too near the wall and ceiling. Wishing yoO.-
greatest success.-N. ,11., Herne 1-1i11.-i.i.3r.

I have examined the above testimonials, and -am satisfied
that these are genuine communications.-Advertisement
Manager, Daily Newspaper.

Usual Price, Sale Price.
x0J- Latest Type Cabinet, 12

by 8 . 4/11
51- Ebonite for same, 12 by 8 3/-
5/xx Transformer . 3/6

6 -0005 Variable Condenser 2/11;
.002 Condenser .. 106.
'0003 10d.
Grid Leak, 2-ineg. 100.
Anti-Mic. Valve Holder . 9d.
Rheostat .. 99.
Indoor Aerial 9d. --
Earth Tube .. 1/6
Guaranteed 'Phones .. 4/11

3/6
S.M. Dial .. .. 1/11

I,'6
x/-
1/-

SPECIAL WIRELESS
Usual Price. Sale Price.
27/6 New Cossor Type Long;

wave Coils, pair 9/6
7/6 Volume Control .. 3/11'
7/6 H.F. Choke .. - 3/11-

__2/6 Daventry g G B Coil - 1/3
ro,16 6 -volt Amplion Valve . 3/11
12/6 Cone Unit ' . 6/11
i2/6 Cone Speaker Cabinets . 7/11

- 12 -in. -Cone Speaker Fret's 11d.
3/-- 5-in..Cone- Speaker Frets 1/11
7:6 Old Cotsor Type Coils . ' 3/11
15J- Old Cossor Type Cabinets,

2 by 7 .. .. .. 7/11
Ebonite for same .. 3/11

MAKE YOUR SET ALL -ELECTRIC BY FITTING THE NORTHAMPTON PLATING
CO. SUPER A.C. H.T. ELIMINATOR WITH TRICKLE CHARGER

SPECIAL OFFER : 7 days' approval to test. This unit
value will be sent to any address on payment of 4 5, 0
cash, or C.O.D., with the gl:-,arantee that if itis not superior.to
other units on the market and not giving complete satisfaction
the money will be instantly re- -

funded if returnedundarnaged.
It is most silent in operation.
Trade* inquiries invited.
STATE MAINS VOLTAGE
AND CYCLES -and VOLT-
AGE OF ACCUMULATOR

Easy payments arranged.

NORTHAMPTON PLATING CO. SUPER A.C. ELIMINATOR
SPECIAL OFFER 7 days' approval to test. This A.C.
ellminatOr, value 4 will be, sent to any address on payment
of 59S. cash or C.O.D., with the guarantee that if it is not
superior to other eliminators on the market, and not- giving
complete satisfaction the money will be refunded instantly if
returned in good conditiOn and undamaged. It is guaranteed

to be most silent in operation,
giving over 29 milliamperes and
suitable for 2-, 3-, and 4 -valve
sets. Test it for yourself.
Trade inquiries invited. State
mains voltage and cycles.
Easy payments arranged..

AND CYCLE BARGAINS
Usual Price. .. Sale Price. Usual Price. Sale Price.x2/6 Mullard 'Type Cabinet, 18

- by 7 6/11
5/6 a -volts Accumulator .. 3 6
2/- Accumulator Carrier.. .. 11d.7/6 Aluminium Panel, x8 by 7 3/11 4/6 Neutralising Condenser .. 2j11i7/6 Dual Coil for .. 12/6 4/- Reaction Condepser 2/6TriotronDull Emitter Valve 4/11 5/- Diff. Reaction .. . 2 115/. Cycle Tyre 2/6 21- Loud Speaker Cord . 11d.2/6 Cycle Tube .. 1/3 2/- 'Phone Cord .. 11d.6d. - Panel Traiisfer . .. .. 3d. 6/- S.L.F. Condenser .. 3/116/6 Double -reading -Vciltmeter 3/11 21/- D.C.Eliminator,x5 miniamps17,6Triotron Super Power Valve 6/6 A.C.Eliminator,ao milliamps 59 -zi/- Titan Coil .. - OM 1;16 Electric Iron. Weight, 51b. 7 1191- 6o -volt H.T. Battery .. 3/11 3o/- Cone Speaker .. .. 9,11.12/6 xoo-volt H.T. Battery .. 6/11 25/- Electric Heater .. 9,1115/- zao-volts H.T. Battery .. 7/11 'Phones Repaired .. .. 2,6

New Cycles, Guaranteed, 69/11 ; with 3 -speed, 79/11 ; with Dunlop Tyres, 10/- extra.Parts supplied for all sets at Reduced Prices. Send now to avoid disappointment. Cash with order or C.O.D. Special terms to those making sets. All goodsguaranteed and exchanged if not satisfactory, Inquire for anything you want. Trade supplied. Send for our wonderful Bargain Price List, P.W.
Trade. Service Agents Wanted.

Owing to the enormous number of inquiries and orders, write clearly Name and Address in Block letters to the firm that made Radio popular.Letters mast be fully stamped.

NORTHAMPTON. PLATING CO. (Radio and Cycle- Manufacturers), NORTHAMPTON.
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IN wireless -Work we continually make use
of electronsthose 'invisibly minute
particles of negative electricity which

are emitted from the heated filament of a
valve. The electrons form the anode current
which eventually passes to the loud speaker
and brings about the reproduction of broad-
cast music.

We all know that electrons form part of
the atoms of any material substance and
that by heating a substance such as the
valve filament-we may readily provide_ a
source of free electrons which we can use
for our particular requirements.

But it is only comparatively recently that
\ye have learned much of the actual structure
of the atom in which the electrons themselves
play so -vital a part.

Miniature Solar Systems.
Inasmuch as the electrons consist of, or

at any rate " carry," negative, electricity.
whilst, the atom as a whole is electrically
uncharged, we are obliged to conclude that
the atom comprises in its .make-up an
amount of positive electrification equivalent
to the negative electricity represented by
the whole of its collection _ of eleCtrons.
Some few years back it was customary to
regard the atom as consisting of a collec-
tion of electrons performing various:evolu-
tions u en imaginary "sphere of
positive electrifiCation," but we knew little
of the nature of this suppOsed sphere.

More recently our conception of the atom
was -revised, and the atom -was regarded as
consisting of a central core or nucleus of
positive electrification, Surrounded .by. the
negative electrons, these latter' moving in
their prescribed courses or orbits after the
general fashion of the planets.

How ateThey Held ?
Even this conception, however, was open

to certain objections and more recently
still- our idea of the nucleus has been still
further modified by the assumption of what
we may call a sub -nucleus, this sub -nucleus
being regarded as a concentrated store of
force. Inasmuch as the electrons are nega-
tively charged, we must regard -the particles
in 'the nucleus as being positively charged ;
these positively charged particles are some-
times called protons.

We can appreciate in a general way how
the negative electrons are - held in their
orbits by the attraction: of the positive
nucleus, but in, order, to understand how
the ii6Stti-e.14.616ni-lit the nucleus ire held

*
t Myriads of tiny particles surging

round the various circuits in' your t
tradio set ! That is the picture con-
jured up in this fascinating article.

tBy Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst, P.

in their prescribed relationships to one
another-since their positive charges would
presumably cause mutual repulsion between
them-we have to assume that they in
turn arelield by the attraction of the con-,.
centrated store of. force which, as I men-
tioned above,. we now -call the sub -nucleus.

Ordinarily an atom is a singularly peace-
ful and stable structure, but occasionally-.
for reasons which are so speoulative that
-they amount practically to mere chance --
an atom will " explode," in the sense that
it will emit one of its, positively charged

VOICE OF THE ATOM BRO ADCAST.

An interesting experiment in New York, when the noise made by an atom
exploding was broadcast.

particles ; such a particle when so emitted
is known as an alpha particle. -

This alpha particle may come out from
the atom with a very high veloqity,' in some
cases even as high as ,23,6-tb of the, velocity

thatis abort -V 0,000 miles per

second. Of course, the alpha particle in
ordinary circumstances never gets very
far, although actually its velocity is enor-
mously greater than:any velocities which we
can 'impart to material bodies.

The speed of a high -velocity shell, for
instance, is of the order 'of about one mile
per second, whilst theoretically a projectile
fired vertically upwardS With an initial
velocity of about seven miles per second
would pass conipletely out of the range of
the -earth's attraction and never return.

A Direct Hii.
If one of these ,alpha -particles happens

to make a direct hit " upon another
atom, it may penetrate right into the inner-
most parts of the atom and' cause a dis-
ruption somewhat similar to that which
originally released the alpha- particle itself.

Sometimes *atom will release or expel
one of its electrons, and
when this happens the
expelled electron is
known as a beta particle
In some cases these bet,
particles come out from
the atom with definite
velocities, but in other
cases their velocities
appear to be quite in-
discriminate.

The electrons which
come -out with definite
velocities have enabled
us to learn a good deal
about the construction
of the 'electronic
systdms of the atom,

nd there is a good deal
of evidence to indicate
t hat the outer parts of
&e atom are divided

separate regions.

Storehouse of Energy.
We also know that

in certain circum-
stances an electro-
magnetic radiation will
proceed from the atom,
this radiation being

called :a gamma ray. Gamma rays are re-
garded -as being identifiable with other
forms of ether -vibration such as light, heat..
radio-waveS and X-rays, being more -nearly
akin, however. to X-rays of ca.:cessively
shbrf
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Below is
a view of
the machine ,

hall at Heilsberg
where the tremendous
electrical power needed for the operation of the station is handled.

(Above) The inside of the
aerial coupling cabin ; (right)

a special switchboard that
deals with 10,000 volts

H.T. ; and (left) a view
of some of the main
switchboards whence the
alternators are con-

trolled.

rectuier plant through
"which the anode..
power supply
is passed.

SEEN AT HEILSBERG

In the illustration below we see the control -desk in the new
transmitter hall. At this desk the engineer -in -charge can

check up the functioning of the whole installation.
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111 El LSBERG
GERMANY'S SECOND

RELGIONAL

THE starting of a high -power wireless
station at Heilsberg, a little town of
around 6,000 inhabitants, about 47

miles from Konigsberg, is an interesting
event to the wireless world. Not only
because it is another of the chain of nine
powerful transmitters, expected according
to the new Regional scheme to cover the
whole of Germany, but on account of some
distinctly novel features embodied in it.

The aerial output of the station is 75 kw,
This high power .is produced by an eight -
stage transmitter, and may be at short
notice raised to 150 kw.

Crystal Controlled
The first stage is crystal -controlled, its

output being -.Cwatt, at an anode tension
of 200 volts. This crystal' control will
warrant constancy of wave -length.

The second and third stages are amplifier
stages, the former with an output of 10 watts
and an anode tension of 300 volts, and the
latter with an output of 150 watts and 4,000
volts anode tension. The fourth stage
serves for " doubling," with an output of
about 300 watts and an anode tension of
4,000 volts, which is also used on the fifth
and sixth stages.

The fifth is an amplifier stage with an
output of about 1 kw., and the sixth stage
serves the same purpose with an output of
2.5 kw. The transmitter is modulated-by
varying the grid potential-in the sixth
stage, while the seventh is for amplification
with a 10 -kw, output and an anode tension
of 10,000 volts. ,

The eighth and final stage has a telephony
output of, 75 kw., its anode tension also
being 10,000 volts.  The high frequency
modulated in the sixth stage thus has to go
through three amplifier stages before being
radiated from the aerial.

Checking Quality
Inasmuch as the circuits of the various

stages are only slightly damped normally,
the side -bands of modulation would be cut
off in them. To avoid this there have been
inserted into the circuits special damping
resistances increasing the decrement to the
limits compatible with a satisfactory trans-
mission.

In addition to loud speaker cheek on the
quality, there are instruments for checking

4w o+goer+o4 -4.-4,-0, *
Here are some interesting details
about the famous East Prussian
broadcaster, which has recently
been heard in all parts of this
country. On the opposite page a
selection of photographs of the

new station is provided.
By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPON-

DENT.

 0 *
modulation. Thus a perfect transmission is
always ensured.

The station building is T-shaped, the short
stroke of the T containing several armoured
rooms, in which are instruments for making
delicate measurements. The longitudinal
stroke of the T comprises the transmitter
building, which is separated by a partition
from the machine -room.

In the centre of the transmitter section
there is the switch desk; which carries the
signalling devices of the transmitter, con-
trols for the 'generators, measuring instru-
ments, and the telephone exchange.

Power for the transmitter is supplied from
the high-tension system of the local power

One or the

KEEPING AN EYE ON IT !

mplifters at Heilsberg, and the instruments by which a close
check on the transmission can be carried out.

plant, the voltage being conveniently re-
duced to a normal figure of 380 volts, which
is kept constant by self-controlled trans-
formers.

A Diesel engine set of 640 kw. is resorted
to at times of peak load, and supplies either
the whole or part of the necessary power.
In the latter case it is connected up in
parallel with the power mains system.

The accumulator switchboard is also -
accommodated in the transmitter -room.
The accUmulators themselves, inclusive of

lemergelley lighting batteries, are installed
in a special room in the basement, where
:also is the valve -cooling plant.
Cooling the Anodes

It will be readily understood that special
importance attaches to the cooling of valves,
any alteration of the cooling water due to
either physical or chemical phenomena
having to be guarded against. This is why
an internal water circulation by means of
distilled or rain water has been provided
for the actual cooling of the valves. The
pipe system is made ofsopper.

Water is forced from a reservoir through
the valves by suitable rotary pumps, and
after being led through a counter -flow sur-

face cooler is returned
to the pumps. Cooling
of the pipe system of
the counter -flow cooler
is effected by water.

A power line carried
on wooden masts con-
nects the transmitter
to the ..aerial coupling
cabin situated right
under the aerial. This
cabin, as well as the two
masts, is constructed of
pitch -pine and screwed
clown with br on ze
screws.

The -aerial is about
84 ft. long, is 330 ft.
above the ground. It
can be earthed from
the switch desk in the
transmitter building.

The station works
en a wave -length of
2'76.5 metres, corres-
ponding to a frequency
of 1,085 kilocyelee.
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STATIONS WORTH HEARING.
Some practical distant programme notes compiled by a special contributor -

who rightly searches the ether iri 'order to obtain really practical and up-to-
the-minute information.

By R. W. H.
* 4-4-4. .. .... -4-40.-0----0-*.

'

THE outstanding feature at the moment
in long-distance receptionis the way
in which the American stations are

coining Now is the time for those, who
have never heard speech and music on the
medium wave -band from the far side of the
Herring Pond to buckle down to it and score
their first successful reception at a range of
3,000 miles and more.

Old hands who used to listen to the Ameri-
can stations five or six years ago will be glad
to hear them again. They are not yet quite
so strong as they were then ; many of yen
will rememberthat in those days, though
there was no_ U.S.A. station with, a power--
of more than 5 kilowitts, and feW:that went
beyond 1.5, good reception-cii single-valVe
sets was recorded by hundreds .of,pcople in
this country.

To -day, -a good stage of H.F. is required as
a rule.. Signal strength appears to be on the
increase, and' we may -look for better and
better-reception:during the next few weeks.

Finding the Americans.
Here is a tip about finding American

stations. Don't just search from end to -
end of the band, using what a fly-fisherMan.
would call chuck -and -chance -it methods-
Make out a list of likely stations before you
start, putting in their approximate conden-
ser settings. This is easily done from the _

condenser readings for European stations
that you already have.

A, good list for the present time is the
following : WE AF (454 m.), W L W
(428.5 m.), W G N (416.6 m.), W G Y (380 m.),
WABC (348 in.),' KDKA (306.m.),
W B Z (303 m.), WTIC (282 m.), W P G
(272.6 m.) and W I 0 D (230.6 m.).

Here are some examples of the way in
which the approximate condenser settings
are found.' W I O D is a little below
Nurnberg; which everyone receives, and
if you -can get -Cork's setting it is just -n;

abOve his.

On Long Waves.
W P G is just below Heilsberg (W P G, by

the. the most powerfully recciyed of
'American stations at the moment), WB Z
.requires practically the same --setting as
Bordeaux -Lafayette and is just below
Cardiff. K D K A is a tick above.

To show you how well stations are coming
in I may say that I made a list of twenty-
five possibles the other night and picked up
nineteen of them, mostly at excellent
strength, in less than an hour.

To come back nearer' home, European
'stations are coming iii,in.the.inoStniarvel,
louS way, better in. fact than they haVe
ever done for years. All of those that I
mentioned last week are still fine signals,
and ThaVe a few additions fen' you;

On the 104 waves, Lahti is noW-- very Well
heard in many part§ of the -ceuntry, though -
the strength of the station is not constant
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but may show quite large variations from
night to night. Warsaw is usually strong,
and Oslo deserves attention. One of the
most astonishing transmissions is .that of
Moscow Trades Union 'on 1,304 metres,
which must be using enormous power on
certain nights during the week. If only the
station would provide more entertainment
and a smaller ration of dreary speeches he
would be worth listening. to.

Loud Low -power Stations..
On the medium band,. Rabat showsgood

strength on most nights and Prague is
coming in as well as he did a couple of years
ago. Langenberg is a fine signal, and you.
may get a surprise if you tune in Brunn.

If you want three good tests I can
recommend Augsburg on 559.7 metres,
Dresden on 319 metres, and Flensburg on
218 metres. The first two of these have
a power rating of only -3 kilowatt, whilst
the last is a -6 kilowatt station. All can
give good loud -speaker reception if there is
enough H.F. available.

STUDIO NOTES
Piano Quality-jEcho problems-etc.

*
One of the most difficult types of broadcast

Is a talk at the piano, and the B.B.C.has
lately been using a condenser microphone for
this class of broadcast.

Ordinary hair felt of rather loose texture is
larkely used to line the walls ,ceilings, etc., of

"studios.

Light curtains hanging in loose folds in front
of the studio walls have been found to present
ttn undesirable buzz that for a long time made
speech and piano music very difficult to broad-
cast together.

THIS week I have an unusually large
batch 'of queries, mostly on subjects
of general interest, but I do not

propose to answer them all in view of the
numbers. To take the. inure interesting,
however, may I mention these ?

First, one reader wants to 'know whether .

it is worth while learning Morse, or whether
lie will find, after having done so, that most
of the short-wave transmissions are in code,
thus rendering the knowledge of Morse
worthless. Naturally, the greater part of
the commercial traffic is handled in code,
but surely the amateurs alone are siifficiently
interesting to make Morse worth while ?

Learning Morse.
There are some 40,000 amateurs on the

face of the globe, I believe, although
probably only a small percentage are
active. The vast majority of them use
Morse, and by logging " DX " for amateurs
you will hear countries that you would never
otherwise log at all.

The same reader mentions 0 B W and
W M C on 9,000 kilocycles or thereabouts, -
with a query as to their location. The
latter must. be -W.N C, Ocean Township,
N.J., who -i.'VOrks telephony with 0 B W
(Rugby) on frequencies of that order. The
wave -lengths are 30.61 metres. for 0 B W
and 30.77 for W N C. '

" KB." of Southampton is. an enthusiast
who appreciates the necessity for, using
common-sense in laying out a receiver.

* -4- -4- -4.-0- *
SHORT-WAVE

NOTES
By W. L. S.

He mentions that lie spent two whole even-
ings planning the layout of the parts on the
baseboard, and the soldering of every wire
was a matter for several minutes' -careful
thought ! Asa result he has a short-waver
that is " a real delight to

_ .

If a few more listeners took as -much
49-83. W 9 X 111, Chicago 4948, W 3 X A L,trouble as this there would be fewer thres- -Bound ; 49.34, IV 2 X C X,hold howls, hand -capacity troubles, _anal
Kearny, 1ST.J: '; 49:5, W 8 X AL, Cincinnati;

- 49.67, W 2 N. Coytes-ville, N.J.The most interesting part of E.B.'s
story is that, although lie uses no screening,

Rather below this little:di:M.1p the reallyat all, and nothing unconventional in the

general calls on the doctor.

entire set, he has yet to hear a howl, and his
" bag " is a large one;

Transatlantic Shortwavers.
And now to businesS. Readers who have

short -wavers of the " ultra " class (by which
I mean those who scorn to tune above 40
metres) should mend their ways at once.
The longer waves are going throiigh a very
fine period just at present, and the American
broadcasting -stations in the region of 50
metres have never come across at better
strength.

The 80 -metre amateur wave is also an
eye-opener, since the North Americans
come in well from midnight, right through
to 9 or 10 a.m., and are at their best between
7 and 8-a.m.

For this reason, instead of giving the
" Weekly. Five," I am giving a list of the
American stations that one can expect to

: hea;r on a good night; with their exact wave-
lengths for calibration purpOses.

Big Noises.
49.09 W 2 X E, -Long Island.; 49.34,

AV 9 X A A, Chicago ; 49.5,. VT, 9 C L,
Winnipeg ; 49.5,-W 3 X A U; Philadelphia ;

big noise, W 8 X K, East Pittsburg; relaying
KDR.A on 48.86 metres. :He is usually
the strongest of the whele lot, and is very
reliable.

Quite by accident I carne across a. map
showing the fiiture disposition of the World's
Jong -distance wireless telephone :services.
From it I see that the Buenos Aires station
(which I mentioned last week in this con-
nection) will be running services with Paris.

;Madrid, and Berlin. "-Trans Radio" will
-f soon be in regular operatrOn. Incidentally,
- his -distance froin- London is 6,000 miles.
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MADE BY READY.
RADIO -YOUR GUARANTEE

OF HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
The " P.W." Dual Range Coil
The high -efficiency coil which is used so
successfully in many " Popular Wireless
and " Modern Wireless " Circuits. Con-
tains medium- and long -wave windings
and reaction. Gives high selectivity and
eliminates the usual " dead-end losses.
Suitable for most modern circuits. Fitted
with two brackets for simple
baseboard mounting. PRICE 1216

No Ready Radio Coil leaves our test -room
until it satisfies the conditions laid down
by " Popular Wireless,' and has received
an actual broadcast test.

Price 519

Price 1216

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

klephone:Hop5555(Pnuate Exchange) Tdegrons: RMDIRAD , SEDIST:,

THIS "P.W." REJECTOR
REALLY DOES CUT OUT
LOCAL INTERFERENCE
Cut out that local with the new "Popular
Wireless " Brookmans Rejector. It defi-
nitely eliminates local interference and
improves distant reception.
Made strictly to specification by Ready
Radio-tested and approved by " Popular
Wireless."

" Popular Wireless," Jan. 24th, says :-
We have received samples of the Ready

Radio P.W.' Rejector, and find that they
are in accordance with our original specifica-
tion in point of efficiency."

PRICE 519
No Ready Radio Coil leaves our test -

room until it satisfies the conditions laid
down by " Popular Wireless " and has
received an actual broadcast test.
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FREE AMPLIFICATION

etc,
7r./,14*loct

40%1. ris

This speaker costs no more
than the average type and,
besides its purity of repro-
duction of both high and low
notes, it gives colossal volume
equal to adding an amplifier
to your set.
Technical experts and the
general public confirm these
facts.

Numerous testimonials.
Read this one :

Northampton."It has surpassed any-
thing I have tried. I might
add that I have tried maw:
of various kinds, but I have
not yet had an equal for the
' Wufa.'

M. LICHTENBERC
4, Great Queen St.,

by using a
60 Pole

WUFA

40'-
Unit
Only
27,6.

Complete
with

Chassis.
Ask to Hear a WUFA-You will then want it

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Cheaper electric radio by Regen-
tone-specialists in all -electric
radio ! Three new Mains Units
added to the Regentone range.
Three new Mains Units which fit
inside any portable.
Prices lower than ever before for
such high quality in electric radio.
Now it costs only £2 :12 : 6 to
electrify your portable for D.C.
Mains (Model II)

'
 £4 : 15 : for

A.C. Mains (Model W.5.A) ; or
Model W.1.D. (H.T. only, 3 fixed
tappings) price £3 : 7 : 6.
These additions to the famous
Regentone range, known wherever
radio is known, give you electric
radio at its cheapest and best.
Write for FREE Art Booklet, with
colour supplement " Cheaper Elec-
tric Radio by Regentone "-or get
it from your dealer.

REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone
House, as, Bartlett's Buildings,

London, E.C. 4.
Telephone Central 8745 (5 lines).

Irish Free Stale Distributors: Kelly et j2
Ltd.. 47, Sleet Street, Dublin,

NEW W.B 3POINT SWITCH
Protect your valves with this new W.B.
Switch. The extra contact can be used
to disconnect the H.T. battery entirely
from your filament circuit as you switchout the filaments-a big safeguardwhere adjustments are being made.
Three powerful spring contacts, firmly
gripped between double cones when inthe " on " position. Self-cleaning nickel -silver contacts. One -hole fixing. Com-pletely insulated from panel. Price 1:6.

2 -point model, price 113.

Made bil the
Makers of the
famous TV .13. Per -
',tattoo Magnet

0 V i 7/ g Coil
Loud - Speakers,
Cone - Speakers,
and Valveholders.

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Radio Works,Sol I inghain Road, Mansfield, Notts.

E W. G.

PRICE
1'6

Pros. Pat.

Well!
Who Was Right ?

REMEMBER that argument you had with John the other
night Neither of you would give in, and so it wenton for hours and hours. But who was really right after all ?

You don't know, do you ?
Don't argue-buy THIS AND THAT. It will tell you all you
want to know about everyday subjects.
It is a paper for men and women of all ages and all classes. Bright,
lively and topical-it is the paper for the million. Buy it regularly!

THIS AND THAT
Every Thursday, 2d.

a.
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j AM frequently asked the best way to * *I convert a battery receiver for use with I
It often occurs that one wishes tomains valves, so I will try in this article

to deal with the subject as simply as I can. convert a battery set to operate
In my opinion, one of the best ways to from A.C. mains, but many people

fight shy of the idea. That it is notconvert a receiver is to do it bit by bit, difficult, however, is shown in thisso we will assume that we are dealing with article, which deals with: a well- 4the L.T. side only, the H.T. mains unit known circuit and its conversion for

If not, it would be advisable to build this By K. D. ROGERS.unit first, and to get used to taking the
H.T. from the mains before touching the *-*"*--4.--*-4-+--4-----.--.6--+-----4.-----*--**
L.T. portion. This is because if hum were
introduced, and you had converted the whole
set at once, it would be a difficult job to find
out exactly what was wrong with the set, but
if you tackle the mains H.T. portion first;
you will be able to deal with any little snags
due to the H.T. side much more easily.

The Transformer to Use.
To commence with, if you are making a

new H.T. unit you will need an all -power
type of transformer which will give you
sufficient L.T. for all the valves you need
when 'the time comes to convert the fila-
ment supply to g.C.

This L.T. winding will be ignored in the
construction of the H.T. unit, and you can
go ahead and use your battery valves with
the mains H.T. supply till such time as
you desire to start the alterations of the
filament ,wirina and the --.substitution of

already being in our possession. mains o peration.

indireetlY.:beate% A.C.. valves, -

I am taking, for a definite illustration of
changing over, a set which was recently
published in POPUL.4R WIRELESS-the

Contradyne " Three.' It will be noticed,
of course, that this does not use a screened -
grid valve, and in the changing -over process
the user of a -screened-grid valve set may
meet some snags.

the first place, the A.C. screened -grid
valve has a far greater amplification factor
than its battery brother, and consequently
very much better screening has to. be
employed in order to prevent feed -back
between the anode and the grid circuits.

Sets with S.G., H.F. Stages.
Another thing is that with the exception

of one or two models the impedance of the
A.C. screened -grid valve is so much higher
than that of the battery model, and there-
fore calls for a higher impedance anode
circuit: if full advantage of the magnifica-
tion factor of the valve is to be taken.

In the case of a battery set using two
screened -grid stages, the best thing one can
'do, in considering the change -over to A.C.,
is to leavzit alone. That may soundlrish,

but it is really necessary in 99.9 out of 100
Cases to re -design the whole H,F. side of the
set if you are hoping to get good results on
A.C.

The average screened -grid valve set is not
designed for A.C. working, and far too many
cases have come to my knowledge of set
owners who have blithely gone ahead and
converted their sets to A.C., only to find
that they became absolutely uncontrollable.

THE ORIGINAL SET

But the detector and two L.F. type, or
eV en the H.F. detector and L.F. type; can
be converted without much trouble. As 1
said before, the H.F. may want a. bit more
screening, but this is quite obvious screening
and can besearried out fairly easily,when only
one screened -grid valve is being employed.

How to Set to Work.
But to return to the set we are taking as

an example. We will assume that not only
have we decided for some reason or other to
convert it bit by bit (one valve at a time),
which, is very easily done, but that because
our first L.F: valve is " packing up " we

-start there, and use our first indirectly-
heated.A.C. valve in the first L.F. stage.

What do we have to do ? Well, it is
delightfully easy, for there are two ways of
going about it. One is to built a little
adaptor Which will plug into the socket of
the -present four -pin holder so that one can

change rapidly over front
A.C. to D.C. valves and
note the difference, and

the other way is to take
out the four -pin valve
socket and insert a five -

pin holder, and re -wire.
We will assume we do

- the latter. The re -wiring
of the holder is exactly

This is the battery model " contradyne " Three, described in " popular'Wireless " No. 439. The theoretical circuit, showing the alterations for A.C.
- conversion, is givin on the nett -page of this article.

the same except for the
filament contacts, and in
this case they will not be
connected in parallel with
the filament wiring of the

rest of the set, a
twisted flex lead is
taken from the two fila-
ment terminals of the
valve holder to the
L.T. side of the mains
transformer.
L.T. Transformer.

And here let me add
that if you have got an
ordinary H.T. mains
unit which you have
been using for some
time; and it has not
got an L.T. winding,

,.one can get an L.T.
transformer from many
of the leading trans-
former makers, so that
there is  no need to
scrap the old unit.
Personally, I am using
.(Continfied on ;sat pap'.:,)
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t GOING OVER TO A.C.

(Continued from, previous page.)

an A.C. set in which the L.T. transformer
quite separate.

There is one thing to look out for; however,
when getting a transformer, and that  is
that it Should be as constant as possible
over varying loads. It should be able to
supply the total number of valves you are
going to haVe in your set at 4 -Volts
1 amp., but should not rise in its voltage- at
all considerably when You come down to
only two or even one valve.

Compensation for Varying Load.
Of course, the voltage will alter a bit,

so when you are converting Your set one
valve at a time it is just as well to put a
filament rheostat of the heavy variety=there
are quite a numbers to be got from ordinary
wireless dealers, and some of the old
Burndepts will do very well-having a
maximum resistance of about 6 ohms, in
series with the L.T. supply.

of valves, or perhaps to get your dealer to
test it with an A.C. voltmeter, and in this
case you will know exactly hew many ohms,
you have got to put in it. But, anyhow,
you see it is :not an insuperable difficulty,
and you will not go far wrong if you start
off with the .5 ohm.

Z.Onnecting the Cathode..
The connections to the indirectly -heated.

A.C. valve are exactly 'the same as for the
battery valve (as you willsee by the dotted
and " full " connections on the accompany-
ing diagram) with the exception 'of the
cathode. This will be taken directly to .

earth. Also the heater wiring should pre-
ferably be earthed by connecting one sideor
other of the twisted flex wiring to the
cathode. Very often this method of con-
necting the wiring is better than connecting
the earth to the centre point of the secon-
dary as is sometimes recommended.

The grid bias, of course, will have to be
adjusted according to the valve you are
using, which will probably be something of
the A.C.H.L. or M.H.L. type.. The main
point to remember is that this valve is
probably of higher magnification than the
battery valve you have been using, and so

HOW THE CHANGE -OVER IS MADE
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The circuit of the Contradyne " Three, showing how the change to A.C. valves is made. The question ofautomatic bias is dealt with in the article, but as it is felt that it is best to use battery bias at first, the latter
type is shown in the diagram.

Now the trouble, of course, is how you
are' to know When you have got 4 volts
across your filament. If the transformer
is a good one, and you have got it on the
right mains voltage, when you have the
maximum number of valves in, the L.T.
will be at a pressure of 4 volts. Then when
you reduce the number of valves; you 'can
reckon it will not go over 41 volts even if
you are only using one valve.

The Resistance to Use.
The proper way, of course, is to test with

an A.C. voltmeter, but that instrument
is very expensive, though it is a valuable
meter to have handy. Without its aid the
best thing to do is to reckon that with one
valve you have got 41 volts, and 1 amp. is
what you require for your valve.

Therefore, you have .got to put a resist-
ance in which will cut down your voltage
from 4i to 4. YOu have gotto drop half
volt to bring it down to 4. Therefore, you
want to put in about 4- ohm.

--

You may be able, when buying the trans-
fer:ner, either to get the makers to state the
various voltages for the various number

you may overload the last valve until you
change this latter for an A.C. type else.

I think it best to do the detector last, so
the next stage in the alteration should be
the final stage of the set.

Here the same procedure is carried out ;
the bias is applied as usual, for I assume
that you are not going in for automatic bias
at this stage of the proceeding, for it can
be obtained afterwards. In the last stage
the wiring is again carried out according to
the diagram reproduced above.

One thing which must be borne in mind,
however, is that you need not use an in-
directly -heated valve for the last stage, for
you can employ a directly -heated one, such
as. the P.X.4, if desired.

Suitable Output Valves.
Crood suitable indirectly -heated valves

are the Mazda A.C.P. or the A.C.P.1,
MLA, or 104 V.

But whichever type yoti use all you have
to do is to change over ,your valve holder as
before, wire up with twisted flex to the fila-
ment wiring of the valve which is already
done, taking care in each case that no

filament wiring goes near the grid wiring of
any stage.

You will be able to take out the L.T.
resistance now, for you will be passing
2 amps. and.if you have got anything like
a decent transformer you will be nearing
the correct voltage.

Your filter output circuit will remain if
you have . one (in our example circuit we
have not got one), and, of course, the A.C.
indirectly -heated valves will all take a
maximum anode voltage of 200.

And now for the detector stage. You will
remember that we have already earthed the
filament wiring, so there is no need to earth
it elsewhere, but provision should be made
in the detector wiring for either positive
or zero grid bias. That is, the grid leak
must be taken down from the grid of the
valve to a bias plug, which is either placed
11 -volts positive or in the top of the plug of
the grid -bias battery which goesto earth
and to cathode.

Effects of Changing Over.
The wiring is carried out in just the same

way, and .you will find when you change
over that there will be very much more
magnification, because the A.C. detector
usually has an amplification factor of some-
thing like 35, as against the ordinary H.F.
battery -type of detector's 20.

Such types as 41 M.H.F., M.114, and
354 V. are suitable here.

The advantage of going over stage by
stage is largely wrapped up in the increased
magnification of each stage, because if any
little trouble occurs at any time it will be
limited to the stage with which you are
dealing at the time. Consequently, if every-
thing has gone all right up to now, and
motor -boating suddenly occurs, you can
fairly safely reckon it is due to the high mag.
of the detector stage, and that probably
some anti -motor -boating device is required
in this stage, or in the first L.F. as well.

An output filter is really advisable with
A.C. valves, so the next step is to fit one.
The connections are simple, for one side of
the loud -speaker goes to the free terminal of
the condenser, which is connected to the
anode of the valve and to ,the L.F. choke,
and the other side of the loud Speaker goes
direct to the cathode of the valve. Do not
take it to earth or to H.T. negative, because
later on you may want to insert automatic
grid bias, and in this event the loud -speaker
impulses will haVe to flow through the bias
resistance, and so May give rise to a reaction
effect.

Fitting Automatic Bias.
And now about that automatic bias.

This can be obtained by placing in serieswith each L.F. valve cathode (between
cathode and earth) a resistance of 1,000
ohms. This will give 1 -volt bias per milli -
amp H.T. current consumed by the valve in
question.. The grid return is then made to
the earthed wiring of the set, and each bias
resistance should be by-passed by a 2,.infd.
condenser.

In simple sets that's all there is,to it, but
I should get the A.C. valves going first with
battery bias as shown in the diagram, the
automatic bias can be added afterwards,

Don't forget, however, that every volt of
bias obtained means a volt off the H.T.
available for the particular valve inquestion.
When the bias battery has been done away
with the detector grid return, of course, is
taken permanently to earth.
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YOU CAN SIMPLY SWITCH ON!

Wherever electric current is available, batteries are out -of- date. Running
your set from the mains means less trouble, less uncertainty, with
better reception and greater economy.
Where mains provide alternating current, it must be 'converted to
direct current by means of a rectifier.

-

Our Rectifier is different from all -others. It is all -metal and contains
nothing to burn or wear out. In converta-in conjunction with other
components-existing battery -run sets to mains sets ; it is ideal for
use in constructors' kits, -and it is incorporated in -most good makes of
mains receivers. If you are purchasing, make sure that it is in yours.
Prices, according totype, are from 15;-.
We Cannot give details here, but full information is given in our forty -
page booklet, -The Ali Metal. Way, 1931," which will be s:mt to you
on receipt of the coupon (please enclose 3d for your copy),

WESTINGHOUSE
METAL. RECTIFIERS
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal
Co., Ltd., 82, York Road, King's Cross, N.1

COUPON
Pleake send your forty -page booklet, " The All -Metal Way, 1931," for

which I enclose 3d. in stamps.
Please write in bloCk letters.

NAME

ADDRESS

THE GREATEST BARGAIN
EVER OFFERED

3 VALVE ALL -MAINS
RECEIVER

IN AN ATTRACTIVE WALNUT CABINET

1919:6
or

COMPLETE WITH
HANDSOME. CONE
LOUDSPEAKER

- to match for

112: 12 : 0
This set may be
purchased by first

deposit of

231
Balance over -12 months

TY;i:e or 'phone for demonstration in your own home -FREE

G. H. BRADBURY
96, GLENISTER PARK ROAD, S.W.16.

HAl
ADJU
that links

The wonderfully smooth action and fractional
accuracy of the Formo Vernier Dial used in
conjunction with Formo variable condensers
makes tuning of close stations a simple opera-
tion with the certainty of clear-cut reception.

The scientific thoroughness of Formo con-
denser construction is your assurance of the
best possible results from any set. High per-
formance is further assisted by the enclosed
and protected pigtail within the -shaft and
minimum eddy current losses.

MID LOG VARIABLE CONDENSER.

From all good dealers. Ask us to
send you folder pm.
ARTHUR PREEN St CO., LTD.,
Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, W.1
Factory: Crown Works, Southampton

PREEN8

In 4 capacities.
Price 416. Weight
44 oz. Size 3: x
23". Small mass
of metal, approx.
air suspension.
Low loss. The
finest condenser

made.

DIFFERENTIAL
CONDENSER.

.00015 Cap.
Price 319.
Compact, per-
fect, integral

Pointer.

CONDENSERS
BUY YOUR RADIO WHERE YOU

tS T Nest
FORM°
Displays

The Sign of Mc Bess Deute6- Evetfijuilicre
'Phone 1 Streatham 4862.
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A WORLD BUILT OF WAVES
By H.Daly

SOMETHING of a sensation has been
caused by Sir James Jeans, Secretary
of the Royal Society, who has.

. advanced the theory that ether waves, such
as light and wireless waves, are the founda-
tion stones of the universe. He thinks that
the universe is made of ether wives, of
which matter is condensed or bottled -3m
waves, while radiation, such as wireless,
light, and all the other waves of the ether,
is free or unbottled waves.

The theory is especially interesting from: a
wireless point of view, for wireless waves
are part and parcel of this radiation, which
is now thought to be at the root of all
matter.

Nature's Foundation Bricks.
The new theory -is not precisely un-

expected, for all the latest scientific dis-
coveries, such as the presence of the ether
wave in the electron, have been leading
up to this point. And some time ago Sir
Oliver Lodge suggested that matter was
made of ether waves ; in fad, he worked
out a very similar theory in even greater
detail, but, as was the case with his wireless
inventions; the prophet hath not much
honour in his own country.

In view of this new theory it is interest-
ing to see what is known of these denizens
of the ether which are to replace the
electron as the latest milestone in the path
of scientific progress.

When discussing ether waves it is
natural to start with those we term wireless
waves, and are so familiar with in their
concert -producing properties; although we
may now imagine that in view of their
uew importance, Nature must regard it
almost as blasphemy for us to use her
foundation bricks, as it were, to sing and
shout across the world.

From 30,000 to 5 Metres.
However, that is beside the point, and

we can commence with wireless waves
because they are the largest and longest
ether waves for which we have any practical
use. There are longer waves, such .as those
of an alternating current machine, and
some day they may be of use for giving us
light and heat without wires, but at present
we start off With wireless waves.

The longest waves used commercially are
from -15,000 to 30,000 metres in the ease
of sueli stations as St. Assise, Annappolis
and Bordeaux. Longer waves than These

*

*.Ok- -

What do we owe to the ether ?
Everything, according to the latest
scientific pronouncements, which
state that 'the whole universe is

made up of " bottled " ether.

are not practicable, although Marconi once
built an experimental receiver which would
tune up to 120,000' metres. With this
receiver he is said to have heard natural
signals which poSsibly came from outside
the earth. Probably they corresponded
to the wireless echoes heard nowadays.

Wireless waves find no difficulty in
penetrating brick walls, stone, wood, and
earth. The longer the wave, the more
easily will it
penetrate
any normal
o b struetion.
Long waves
also tend to
cling more to
the surface
of the earth
than their
brethren the
short waves;
and for this
reason the
long waves
were re-
garded in
days gone by
as ,being
morereli-
able for long-
dintance
6 o mmuni ca -
tion. This,
however, has
now turned
out to be
something of
a fallacy, and
short waves
are coming rapidly into their own.

Short wireless waves, i.e. those from 100
Metres downwards, are more at home
when they have left the surface of the
earth and are travelling in free air, and only
when they come in contact with the earth do
they lose their strength to any appreciable
extent. They are more inclined to skim
along the surface of the earth, than to

A RADIO TOWER

The giant radio tower outside
Berlin, containing lifts, a restau-
rant half -way up, and an observa-

tion platform at the top.

penetrate deeply like the long waves.
Of the ultra short waves below five

metres nothing very much is known. They
do not appear to be able to penetrate any
obstacles, and appear to be limited. by the
horizon, i.e. a distance of 13 miles at sea -

level.
It is somewhere in the vicinity of the

ultra short waves that the famous death -

ray is thought to exist, and certain professors
have claimed to be able to kill rats and stop
machinery by waves of this variety. Look-
ing at the -subject with an open mind, it
appears quite possible that smile day a
death ray will emerge from the waves of
this frequency, but as yet not
arrived.

Heat and X -Rays.
Beyond the ultra short waves we have

the heat waves which keep us warm and
which can pass through walls and steel and,
indeed, most material objects, to a certain
extent. After these come the infra -red rays
by means of which we can take photo-
graphs in the dark.

Then there are the ordinary light waves,
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and
violet, which together give us ordinary
white light ; and after these the ultra violet
waves which snake us sunburnt and are so
useful for healing. Then follow- some rays of
no practical value at present, but closely
on their heels come the X-rays of the
surgeon which penetrate flesh and blood, but
not bone. and therefore enable us to see a
fracture.

What Are They ?

Gamma rays of radium come next and
these are proving extremely useful as a
cure of cancer ; until finally we arrive at the
smallest and most powerful wave known
to science, the cosmic ray, which comes
from no one knows where, and by means
of which we may some day accomplish
undreamed-of wonders ; at present it is but
a scientific curiosity. Beyond the cosmic
ray, small as it is, there lies plenty of room
for a vast number of other ether rays which
yet remain to be discovered, and in time
to come new- rays are almost certain to be
located.

We call them all " waves " for conven-
ience, but what they are waves in, or
indeed, if they are waves at all, as we
understand the term, is open to question.
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+ CORRESPONDENCE.

SOME SALES SPEED
Letters from readers discussing interesting and topical wireless events or recording unusual experiences
are always welcomed i but it must be clearly understood that the publication of such does in no wayindicate that we associate ourselves with the views expressed by our correspondents, and we cannot

accept any responsibility for any information given.-EDITOR.
4* 4,.._.:_...4.4...__....14_.___4,--4444-1-.-4-4-.ii-*-4----4-4-4-4-4--4-4-.-*

-. SOME SALES SPEED !
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
..- Dear' Sir,Wishing to incorpOrate. your nen: bual-
Waire Collin my receiver, I recently Mu -chased one
from -the rargest radio dealers in Nottingham. ,It
chanced to be the last, in stock,

'Wag*, surptise when; on unpacking it, I saw
that the maker's test card -was dated, '" 1 Jan:; 1931."

Allo}ringat least one day for. transit from the
maketS to Nottingham, and another non -sales :day.
(Snuday), this means that -a consignment of the coils
had been' sold out in two days. -

c Surely' this justifies your. ,use of the adjective
"-Poptilar." -in, the ,title Of yolir -splendid weekly, and
shows it to be no Vain'hotiSt.

Yours sincerely,
Nottingham. - - , . R. C. Scram:.

A FAULT TRACED.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I should like to relate my experience in
Wilding the " Double Brookmans Park " Rejector.

After having completed it in a box slightly under
the specified size, I found the Rejector gave too much
amplification -4n -other words, the parts seemed to
me too close to work properly.

I decided to space the components out a little
more, so I mounted them on to my loud speaker
cabinet;- placing the condensers on the fretted front
above the gauze tissue of the fretted opening.

I found to my astonishment that I could not cut
2 L O out, also that when I touched my set I received
2 L 0 at very great etrength, yet when I took my. -finger off, it vanished. Presuming that my set was
short eirepiting, I tested it through with a voltmeter,
to no avail.

After having called a friend in to look over the
set, in talking I happened to touch the gauze of the
speaker front with my hands: and to my amazement
received full str,ength again from the set.

My -friend immediately looked inside the cabinet
and found that the three condensers were all touching

Fig. A.
WITHOUT
Condenser
in Circuit.

Fig. B.
WITH

Condenser
in Circuit.

the gauze, the latter acting as a second aerial, being
Made of some .metai thread.

Having cleared the gauze away from the condensers
and wrapping the waVe trap up in rubber sheeting,
the set and wavetrap,are working 0.11.

PethapS tins little incident may be of assistance to
others, as I will lioneStly say that it might have cost
me dearly -to have the -matter traced by some of these
so-called " wireless shops." ,

I certainly have found, some of the articles in your
book very interesting and instructive.

ss, -Yours faithfully,
Clapham Common. S. HITTER.

W a 'GETS OVER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
-Dear Sir,-It may interest some of Sour readers

to knOW that W G Y America was received at approx.
imately 2.30 am. Friday . morning and' held
'phones until 3.15 am., and was still going strong
when I switched off at 3.30 a.m.

W G Y was received at good strength and verylittle fading. My reason fog writings that it was
received on .the ordinary medium Wave -band, and is
about the seine reading on -dial as 'Toulouse, So
to those who have not short-wave sets and would
like a little night searching, try around with 'phones,
or with a good set it would probably not lie neces-
sary to use 'phones, as the speaker. would- do; as my
own set is only a straight three houle-made Det.
and 2 L.F. So with an up-to-date screen grid it
could probably be put on speaker..

Hoping this :will interest some Of your readerS.
I take POPULAR WIRELESS and; -have had
many hints and much interesting reading froM it. --

YOurs'titilY
Blaenavon, Mon.

- B. LEWIS..

REGARDING THOSE UNITS.-
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

. -

. Dear Sir,-I note in 'your issue of Jannary 10th a'
letter from Mr. C. Rednalli lin- which he asks why

makers of mains units do not stipulate the correct
voltage output. As one attached to one of the
principal firms making these instruments, and beariiig
in mind the almost daily queries -of this kind, may I
point out to him that this is impossible, as the voltage
output is governed directly by the total consumption
of the set ?

With a good make of eliminator, however, he should
have sufficient information to enable him to arrive
at this, as in most cases a curve is supplied showing
the H.T. 'voltage for uygiven consumption..

Yours faithfully, '
Manchester. R. T. DAVIES.

ORIGIN OF " DX."'
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELES'S,

Dear Sir,-The use of the letters " DX " to signify
long-distance reception originated in America in the
following way :

These letters are a telegraph abbreviation of the
word " Duplex." As many- of your readers will know,
duplex telegraphy is a method of simultaneously
sending and receiving over one wire.
 Now the longer a- telegraph, line the more costly it

is to install and maintainso that it.it necessary to
make the most of them, and-II:Mg lines- are 'conse-
quently usually worked duplex or " DX."

With short dietances it is a more, practical convent-
.enceto duplicate the lines and work simplex ; that'is.
one direction only at the time.

Hence in America, with its many long lines, DX""
became synonynious with long distance.

.

- As the early Anierican wireless amateurs were also
mostly profesSional "telegraphers ",..theuSe of "10X "
to signify -long-distance came' as a matter 'of habit.

' Yours faithfully, - -

B. S. T. WALLACE.
London, S.W,10. (GX.0.)

RADIO IN PICTURES.
The Editor, Porurix. W.IRELESS.

Dear ,should 'like to 'say how very much
appreCiated 't Pentode's " firtieles  on " Radio in
Pictures " which haXe apPeared in recent issues of

It has been the very thing that I myself have
been seeking to -learn for along; long while; and I
have learned"mere in -those five weeks from these
'articles ' than I have done during the previous fiveyears 'or morel _

- LhavooftEn wished I could be " like other fellows"
in what seenied, to me to be cleverness on their part.-I-have always felt such, a duffer-but this hasthrOYM a 'great light on a hitherto dark subject.

Yours faithfully,
A. C. PLU3ISTEAD.

Westcliff-on-Sea, EsseX.

- THAT T.C.C. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
banish Mains Ripple from
Moving Coil Loud Speakers

T.C.C. 2,000 mid.
Electrolytic Con.
denser. Price 15/..

STUDY this visible evidence-exact reproductions of
two oscillograms which illustrate graphically the way
in which the T.C.C. Electrolytic Condenser smooths

the output of a moving coil loud speaker. Figure A
records the voltage applied to the field windings of a moving coil loud
speaker energised from A.C. mains by means of a transformer and metal
rectifier. Figure B records the yoltage when a 2,000 mfds. T.C.C. Electro-
lytic Condenser is connected in parallel with the field windings. From this
visible proof it will be seen that that annoying mains ripple, so prevalent
in moving coil reproduction, is completely banished by T.C.C.-the
famous "Condenser in the green case." Get one from your Dealer today
-and enjoy better reproduction.

TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO., LTD., NORTH ACTON, W.3.
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Yes, it, can be done, battery power lust as
good at a much lower price. But only with

CARLTON " Batteries.
Try one and be -convinced ;-astonishing results
proved on test. Change to " CARLTON "
and get smooth power, quick recuperation
and long life.

60 volts (reads 66) 6'-
100 volts (reads 108) 10'-
120 volts - - 11'9

BRITISH MADE

CARLTON
LONG LIFE LOW PRICE

RADIO BATTERIES
Ask your dealer to-day-if he does not stock send his name
and address to
VINCE'S DRY BATTERIES LTD., LION
WORKS, GAREORD ST., LONDON, E.14

We make one quality only-THE BEST.
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FEATURES.
Extraordinary Selectivi
Clear Reception, Excep-
tional Efficiency. When
operating on Short Wave,
the Long Wive winding
is paralleled, thus ensur-
ing the avoidance of losses
usual in other- types of
Dual Range Coils.
No. DW:f 2. 12f6Price
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SPECIFIED &
RECOMMENDED by
POPULAR WIRELESS
&MODERN WIRELESS

in their various
circuits.

The purpose of this Coil is to eliminate
Short - Wave interference on lower end of
Long Wave scale. Also provides -pro-
tection against interference of local
stations, giving purer reception.
No. RI 04 Price lI

Pamphlet giving full particulars and First -Class Circuit usier, both
these Coils, FREE on request. Obtainable from alt Radio Stones.

Refuse substitutes. If any difficulty, write direct.

oPENrd5aoldston9DLETON alZ
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All -Editorial communications sl-iould- be addressed to, the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and Miotooraphs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wirelesswork. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care win be taken to returnMSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. Allinquiries concerning advertising rates, etc.. to .be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John 11. Life, Ltd.,4, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this Journal are the.outcome of researchand experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique -of wireless reception. As much ofthe information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio 'world,some of the arrangements' and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the -amateur.ind the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents ,before- doing '.9C/

QUESTIONS AND -

ANSWERS

THE " FOUR POUND " -FOUR.
From last week's description it' will be

apparent to the constructor that the " Four
Pound " Four is a particularly simple and
straightforward set, so we need. not -anticipate
any difficulty in construction, even by the
comparatively inexperienced. The following
details, however, giving the necessary working

data and recommended voltages, will clear up
little points about operation that -might other-
wise crop up :

The battery connections she -old be: L.T. -
'and L.T.+, spade tags to the accumulator
(voltage to suit filament rating of valveS), and
the H.T.- plug in negative socket of H.T.
battery.

Put the H.T.+1 plug in a socket round
about 70 volts (adjust for volume en the weak
station), H.T.+2 in about a 60 -volt socket
(adjust for best reaction control), and H.T.+3
and +4 plugs in the socket
or H.T.+3 in 110 volts, H.T.- 4 in.120 volts
socket.

The valves required are one screened -grid
(VI), one " special detector " or " H.F." type
(V2), one " L.P." (V3), and one " power " or
" super power " .(V4). There is `a vacant space
on the baseboard for the G.B. battery, and the
G.B.+1 plug goes in the -3 volts socket.
The G.B.-2 plug requires about 7i or 9 volts
for an ordinary " power " valve, and a good
deal more for a " super power " (see data slip
received with valve).

The main selectivity control is the .001-mfd.
compression condenser. First screw knob
right down, then unscrew until you get just
the degree of selectivity you require.

Finally, the operation of the wave-chanie
switches : push the knobs inwards for long
waves, pull them outwards for medium waves.

(Continued on page 1006.)
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HOW IS THE SET
=

GOING NOW ?
Perhaps some Mysterious noise has appeared, g
and Is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or E
one. of the -batteries seems to run clown much E.
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ? - - =
Whatever, your radio problem -may be, E
remember that the -Technical Query Depart- E
meat is thoroughly equipped to assist our E
readers, and:offers an unrivalled service. E-.
Ftill details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained'direct froDi the Technical Query E.
Dept., PO,P1314.4 WIRELESS, The Fleetway E
House, Farringdon-Street,-London, E:C.4. ==A postcard will do. On receipt of this- an:
Application Form will be Befit to you -free
and post free immediately. This application'
will place you under no obligation whatever
but, having the form, you will know exactly ,.E
what information we require to have before S.
us in order to solve your problems. =
140NDON READERS PLEASE. NOTE :

-a Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or E..-
= . in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
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FE
A. F. Transformers.

Output Transformers.

Push -Pull Transformers.

Chokes.
Condensers.

Anode Feed Resistances & Units.

Radio Meters.

Valve Testers and
Multi -Range Test Sets.

Trickle Chargers.
H.T. Supply Units.

Moving Coil
SPEAKERS.

RADIO RECEIVERS.

The Standards by which the World judgesRadio quality
-

FERRANTI LTD. Head °Alpo & Works : HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE. LONDON : Bush House, AldwyOh,
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BELGIUM, not unlike France, has been
on the verge of new and adequate
laws regulating the broadcasting

service for some years now. But here the
semblance ends, because Belgium passed
its last and definite law on broadcasting
in May, 1930, and France, well, we all
know that they are still squabbling over
wh-o is to, have the monopoly of what
many consider to be Europe's worst system
of broadcasting stations (I make exception
of Radio Paris and. Toulouse, but no more).

Every Belgian listener~ has now to pay
20 frs. per annum for a crystal set and ,60
frs. p.a. for a valve set. Nine -tenths of this
goes to the I.N.R. together with half of the
revenue derived from a tax `.on valves
and sets, etc.

Firm Financial Footing.
This, together with State, Municipal and

other subventions and income from publica-
tions, ought certainly to place -Belgium's
new broadcasting -system on a firm, financial
footing.

The consulting engineer of. -khe Belgian
broadcasting conipany, Mr. BrailIa,rd, well-
known as the President of the technical
commission of the was kind enough.
to drive me out to the new Velthem twin
station.

One gets rather sick of seeing transmitters
as, after all, except to the expert -engineer,
they are all very much alike and the public
is rather tired of seeing' two aerial masts
with a house in the centre.. But Velthem
was a pleasant surprise.

Three Giant Masts.
The drive there, through miles of lovely

forest, along wonderful roads, seemed to
prepare one for the view of three giant
masts perched on a rise in the undulating
open country, following on the forest some
miles away.

The little village of Velthem lies in a
hollow below the transmitter, Louvain
is not far off as the crow flies, and Brussels
lies some) twelte miles away. According

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT

There have been many important changes in Belgian broad-
casting of late, and now that the stations are coming through
exceptionally well this account of a visit to the new

Brussels station at Velthem is of special interest.

to the new rating, ;the
Velthem transmitters,
will have 20 kw. in
aerial, not so very
powerful now with
giant 60 -and 100 -kw.
stations being built
all over, but still a
good medium power.

A plain stretches as
far as the sea, and
the new stations will

give very good reception in Britain. They
will be on the air by the end of the year at
the very latest.

Velthem Is Home -Made !
I find that most European transmitters

have been built either by Marconi or
a, sprinkling of American

sets and one or two French ones.
Velthem is home -built. Entirely de-

signed and constructed by the Societe Belge
Radio-Electrique. One only needs to
press, a button and relays automatically,
do the rest of the work of putting the

AMONG THE VALVES- OF VELTHEM

A Belgian engineer putting the final touches to the wiring at the back of the
main feed switchboard.

transmitter in motion. A number of
German transmitters"have this

.-
--

The whole of the, apparatus is in dupli-
cate, including the feed portion. This
was necessary as, at the time of ordering
the transmitters, nothing was fixed as
regards the future of the broadcasting
service and one did not know if the French

and the Flemish stations would be in the
same hands.

Heaps of space nas been left at Velthem
for the enlargement of the plant. Mr.
Braillard pointed out that it was always
less expensive to make the buildings large
enough at the beginning, than to have
to add to them at later periods.

A :Cold Climb. _
I did my best to climb up one of the

.

masts to get a good photo of the buildings
and other two masts, but either the ladder
was too steep. or I was too stiff, anyway
at 66 ft. (Masts are 3501ft. high) up I took
my photos and went down -again feeling
that otherwise my hands might have been
freen off.

Anyway,. I can say that I did try to get
up. "One -gets quite used to aerial mast
climbing after some time, and, as one of the
engineers told me, they went up every
mornng to the top to keep them fit, and
certainly it does make you tingle pleasantly.

We left Velthem after my having been
able to, compliment the designers on the

excellent layout of
the station. One
transmitter is on one
side of a large hall, the
other on the other
side, with a direct
view from the entrance
hall -through a glass
partition into the
transmitter hall.

Little did the good
cute of Velthem think
that such a devil's
own device would
surmount the rise -
above his good village
when he set out over
three hundred years
ago on his pilgrimage
to the Pope to ask
for more Belgian
bishops.

As it is, the, present
cure shows lively in-
terest in the latest
addition to his parish.

Velthem was formerly on the frontier
between the bishopric of Cologne and of the
Belgian bishopric.

MODERN WIRELESS
BRITAIN'S

LEADING RADIO MAGAZINE
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There is a Cyldon Condenser for
every Radio need and purpose.
Universally recognised as best.

Build with CYLDON.

FIVE YEARS GUARANTEE
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS LTD. CYLDON WORKS,
SARNESFIELD RD., ENFIELD, MIDX. Tel: Enfield 2071/2

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 1004.)

THE OSLO MYSTERY.
The difficulty in receiving Oslo's programme

that was commented on in our January 17th
issue (" P.W." No. 450), appears to have
caused considerable interest, and many readers
have been puzzled abOut this station. On the
whole, -results from Oslo in the S.E. and S. of
England have been weak, as compared with
Hilversum's on same wave -length, very
much as described by our querist, H. J. H., of
Southampton. The cause of this is the in-
creased distance.

On the other hand, some listeners in the
London area get good Oslo results ; and some
N. of England listeners find that Hilversum
came in better than Oslo does, though in their
cases the distance from Hilversum is consider-
able, if not as great as -from Oslo.

The difficulty of dogmatising on such recep-
tion is well illustrated by the accompanying
extracts from typical letters.

O. T. (London, N.) says : In your reply to
H. J. H. (Southampton) you state that the
reason for Oslo's weakness is its distance from
London. Well, I use a `Neu -type' Four, and
get Kalundborg and Motala almost as loud as
5 X X, and yet Oslo is about the weakest
thing on the long waves."

In a letter from Dublin, J. D. says :
" H. J. H: (Southampton) enquires about Oslo,
which to me is surprising, as this station with
me is both powerful and good, in quality. As a
matter of -fact, the reception. from Oslo on my
receiver during night time exceeds the volume
from 5 X X. Being further from Oslo than
your correspondent is what gives me surprise !
If your correspondent previously received
Hilversum when working on the 1,071 -metre
wave -length, it is rather peculiar that he
cannot receive Oslo."

" MAGIC " WAVE -CHANGING FOR THE
ORIGINAL " MAGIC " THREE.

T. E. (Kettering).-" Can you tell me how
to adapt the scheme of Magic' Wave -Changing
(which Mr. Johnson Randall described in
P.W.' No. 450, for This Year's "Magic "

Three ') to the old original Magic ' Three ?
" I don't want to alter that set to the This

Year's' model, but I should like that simple
wave -change if it can be done."

It can be done quite easily, and in fact the whole
principle of the alterations referred to can be applied
to the original " Magic " Three instead of to " This
Year's Magic' Three," if the following modification is
made to your set.

To its A2 terminal fix a flex lead with a crocodile
clip at the end. This clip is for connection to the
No. 1 terminal on the six -pin coil base.

Now you can proceed in almost exactly the same
way as explained by Mr. Johnson Randall, on page.
865 (January 17th issue), but with this difference.

You Ignore Ll, C2, 81 and Cl altogether, as these
parts are not in the original " Magic " Three ; and you
treat the new lead (on A2) as though it were " the
flexible lead from S1 " which is mentioned in the
wave -changing article.

That is " all there is to it." To check it up after-
wards you can, if you like, alter the diagram on page
866 so as to make It apply to your own set. This is
easily done as follows ,

Cross out Cl, Sl, C2 and Ll, and all the leads
which go to these points. Reverse the markings of
the aerial terminals, making Al into A2, and vice
versa. Then draw in two new connections as ex-
plained below,

The first new line to be drawn in is from the new
A2 terminal to that side of C3 which is not joined to
the new Al terminal. -

The second new line is a wavy one, also from A2,
but going to the coil base. (This wavy line represents
the flex lead and clip).

Your altered diagram then shows you exactly how
your " Magic " Three wave -change connections should
run from point to point.

Adding an Amplifier.
F. G. (Frindsbury).-" I have a three -valve

set, screen -grid, det. and low -frequency am-
plifier. I can get quite a few stations, but
some are weak, so I wish to add another valve.

" Could I have another screen -grid unit and
connect it alongside my other set in another
box ? If so, could you give me the number of
blue print ?

" Or do I want another amplifier ? If so,
which is best ? "

Adding one high -frequency screened -grid stage in
frpnt of fLnother S.G. valve is likely to prove a difficult
business if you have not had much experience with
such circuits, so we do not think that is advisable.

Adding a low -frequency amplifier is much less
tricky, and no doubt you could manage this. It

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No. 29
A SIMPLE TAPPED CRYSTAL BET.

The dotted lines above show how the " parts "
given in last Week's " Wirelet " are connected
together to make a simple crystal set. When
receiving on medium waves the ong-wave coil
must be removed, and the loading -coil holder
" shorted."

could take the form of a separate unit built up in a
box, and would stand up against your set, and em-
ploy the same batteries.

There are two types of L.F. amplifier which you
could add, viz. a resistance or a transformer stage of
L.F. amplification. If your set has an. L.F. trans-
former in use we should recommend a resistance for
the additional stage.

On the other hand,, if your detector is at present
coupled to its L.F. valve by an anode resistance, you
could probably use a transformer quite. satisfactorily
in the new unit. But good results from such a unit
are not merely a matter of adding new components
and correctly wiring them, so before going ahead
with the idea you should _consider the following
points.

Much greater volume will be obtainable under tin
new conditions, and that means a bigger drain on the
batteries, and more work for your loud speaker. Is

(Continued on next page.)
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= " P.W." PANELS. THE HIGH - TENSION BATTERY
'

=E F.'. ,=
EShould always be chosen to suit the requirements of ,the valves.
=..= Its voltage will drop ciinsiderably.in time, so it is usual to choose a battery with a ' margin " of E7.-..= voltage to begin with.

a A standard -size battery is O.K. for the ordinary two -valve set, but a double -capacity battery is neces-sary for most three -valuers. - - =
E:- Very powerful sets require triple -capacity H.T. batteries for economical running. i
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from previous page.)

the latter capable of handling much greater volume?
Obviously this will have to be considered, especially
as a four -valve set really needs an output filter
circuit for the loud speaker, whereas a three-valver
can often get along without this. If your set has no
output filter there will be that extra expense to
consider.

We said earlier that the set and amplifier would
" employ the same batteries," but that refers to the
connections, and with an extra valve you would find
"the same batteries " run down Much more quickly.
So you might have to get a larger II.T. battery to
stand up to the extra work, and you certainly flea.
more grid bias, if not L.T. as well.

You see, there are lots of points to watch, and al-
though an amplifier can be added easily, it is not so
certain that it will do all you expect froM it.

If you fill in one of the Technical Query Dept.'s
Application Forms, giving details of your present set
mul batteries, etc., it would be possible for us to. give
definite circuit details to suit your . requirements.
But frankly we don't like recommending a circuit
without knowing something more about your set, as
even the best amplifier may be disappointing if not
properly suited to the set in front of it.

USING L.F. TRANSFORMER AND VOLUME.
CONTROL.

J. L. (Derby).-" My friend and I both
made a set, his det. and two transformers, and
mine det., 1 resistance, .1 transformer. Ho
pulled his to bits in favour of a four-valver,
but mine has been all -I wanted until we shifted
to another district and I lost my big aerial.

" Now I am needing just the extra punch
that a two -transformer set would give me, but
I don't know how to put it in in place of the
resistance, especially as I want to fit a volume
control. (Separate components, not an R.C.
unit).

" What should the connections be for the
transformer and Volume control ? "

You will need to take out the anode resistance, its
coupling condenser, and the grid leak attached to it.
Then join the LE, transformer's primary to the two
points that previously went to the anode resistance.

Across the secondary of the L.F. transformer wire
the ends of the volume control, and connect its slider
to the grid of the following valve.
-Them the end of transformer secondary that is

marked G.B. is taken to the appropriate grid bias
negative tapping, and volume is controlled by altering
the slider's position.

The accompanying sketch shows the new wiring,
the anode resistance, coupling condenser and grid
leak now being " spare."

THE " MAXI -POWER " FOUR.
Use of the wrong type of switches in this set

seems to have let several readers in for poor
results with it, but the following letter explains
how H. A. S. (Lower Hartshay) saved himself
from having to buy two new switches Of the
correct type.

" I built the set and had the same trouble
with it as T. C. C. (Notts)-` P.W.' January
10th. After a good sound test of all the com-
ponents in the set, and a careful test of each
valve and circuit, I was left with only the
switches. These were 3 -contact change -over
type. But they are not suitable for the set.
They have one' long leg and one short leg, and
the plunger goes to earth. . The switch only
earths one leg at once. But by taking the long

RADIO e e RADI e e

.D
PAY THE POSTMAN -Et costs n3
more-WE PAY ALL CHARGES.
Immediate Delivery
FOUR POUND FOUR
Kit " A " Cash Price £4- 0-0 or 12 M'ildy 7,4
Kit " $ X6-10-6 payments of 12/.
Kit " C " :67- 7-0 13'6

"P.W." SUPER COIL THREE 10/ //31
Kit " A " Cash Price £3-16-9 or 12 Mbhly 7
Kit " B " £5- 4-3 payments of 9/7
Kit " C " £6- 0-9 11/1

'

THE "GLOBE TROTTER"' 3/1/31
Kit " A " Cash Price £3-16-1 or 12 7/ -
Kit " B " £4-15-1 payments of 8/9
Kit " £5- 7-7 9,10

NEW COIL DX UNIT Ole:. Sri; r;Vsi
Kit " A." Cash Price £2-15-6 or 12'11' t lily 5/1
Kit " B " . £3-15-6 payments of 6/11
Kit " C " £4- 8-0 8/1-C.O.

ITEMS
"P.W." DOUBLE -TRAPPER

Assembled, Wired fa READY FORAsa
Tested. -1 USE

KELSEY SHORT WAVE ADAPTOR
Complete Kit " A" (excluding 21 I.
Vila Test Meter), Post Free .. -/ A
Or Finished Unit, Tested and Ready
for Use (less cabinet).

Either of these offers sEeinete. 0.30.713.1?r
against cash we pay all charges.

"P.W." AND " KW." DUAL RANH COIL
As specified and fully approved 12/6

H.P.or
STRICT PRIVACY GUARANTEEDto Easy Payment Orders.

AU Orders Carr. Paid
Manufacturers' Kits

and Accessories
Send COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY

101- .rMfe.It'an(d f)7,,,er!`.951,
model. S.O.,

Only Cash. Price £6 17 6
Balance in 11. monthly payments of

12/9.
Send 1931 OSRAM'IYIUSIC MAGNET

23,6 KIT' two
S'('CLrisn'elFiteoer'111TPiTer.i

Only 13alajice. in 12 monthly payments Cl-
Send X LARD '1831 ORGOLA
14
onifyQ

, 0 dctectoi and_poue
THREE

-
VALVE; KIT, S.G

Clash Price £8 0 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of

14/8.Send' DYNAPLUS SCREEN THREE
1016 KIT, S.O., detector, and power.

Balance in 11 numthly payments of£5 14 6
All the above kit pricesinclude valves' and cabinet.

EXIDE 120 -VOLT WH. TYPE
ACCUMULATOR, in Crailacisa

ncensinhprice, £4 /3 0.
11 monthly payments of 8/6.
REGENTONE H.T.ELIMINATOR -FOR A.C.
MAINS. One variable,. one power.
one S.G. variable,Cash Price £4 19 6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9/2.PILOT AIR CHROME:
SPEAKER, incorporating " "
Double Linen Diaphragm Chassis:Cash Price £2 17 6.-
vta isue,, in 11 monthly payments of 5,3
LAMPLUGH or FARRAND
INDUCTOR SPEAKER, for per-
fect reproduction. Unit and chassis
complete. ready mounted.Cash Price £3-10 , 0 -

Balance in 1 'Monthly payments of 615.
13.T.II. PICK-UP.- TONE -ARM
and VOLUME. CONTROL' com-
plete _... Cash Price 9 6
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 91,
GARR,ARD DOUBLE SPRING -
MOTOR (Type 11B). complete with
Auto Stop and Unit Plate.Cash Price £2 8 0.

Only Balance in 5 monthly payments of 8/5.
The above list is merely representative, and ,

we ask you to fill in the coupon or send us
o. list of your requirements for a quotation

by return.

Only

Send

8/6
Only
Send

912
Only
Send

513
Only
Send

615
Only

Send

Only
Send

815

PETOPISCOTT CO LTDe
779 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.0.1. Clerkenwell .9406
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. Chancery 8266
MANCHESTER : 33, Whitelow Road, Chorlton-eum-Hardy. 'Phone Chorlton-turn-Hardy 2C26
NEWCASTLE, STAFFS.: 7, Albany Road. 'Phone: 6179o.

Ifie
Easu Wrau
I- TO PERFECT RADIO

INIMMIN111111111\

rRiEF, Please send me (a) Your Easy -Way Cata-
logue (b) Pilot Radio Chart.

NAME

ADDRESS

S.W. 7/2/31

MIME

Let your Cone (or Horn) Speaker give that Moving
Coil Quality and ample distortionless volume without
extra, valves by adding the " Magno " Amplifier
(Pro. Pat.) Something new in amplifiers, for it is

worked by L.T. supply only. Needs no valves, altera--
tMns to set, wiring, or expensive -parts, and is very
compact. Actually GUARANTEED to amplify recep-
tion three -times, Special Electrode material, Reed, and
Rubber Blocks, 2/6, together with full-size, clear,
constructional blue -prints and diagrams. Simple to
construct.-Agent, L. Cook, 182, Cranston R(L,S.E.23.

TUNEWELL
.Newwoin`d` Pi oW."

specifica-
tion; 10/6.tion,' 10/6. "Explorer' Coils,

dual range, 10/6, low range, 3/11. " Contradyne"
Coils, base fitting, on bakelite, 8/3. Send for Lists.
TURNER 84 CO., 54, Station Road, London, N.11.

(Continued on next page.) ALL APPLICATIONS for
11j1fall:LE:SL".11,,usit.TLbe

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.

Thousands' of theca tuners arc in use. and
we can strong,ly recommend them, Na fur-ther coils are required. Send P.C. for par-

! THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

Oculars and circilits-FREE.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 41-
Blue Spot a Speciality.

'Transformers 4/-, Headphones 4/-, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,

and'ready for delivery in 24 hours.
DiOcOunt for Trade. Clerkenweil 9069.
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

Advertising Space in " POPULAR
made to the Sole Advertising AIents,

4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON. E.C.4:
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EASY TERMS
amsootiommossessm
= WE supply all good quality Radio Receivers,
= Components and Accessories on deferred E
E terms. We carry adequate stocks and can give
 prompt delivery
F.- NEW HEAYBERD A.C. ELIMIN.

ATOR KIT C.150. Complete kit
-7 of parts for building an H.T. Eliminator, F.,

including steel case. Output 25 M.A., 150 a.-
E. volts. 3 H.T. tappings. One variable.

Cash Price S3 16 0 E
= Or 7/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 71-.

NEW MULLARD ORGOLA 1931
g 3 -VALVE KIT. A high-grade complete E.
E kit of 'parts, including valves and cabinet.

Cash Price £8 0 0 E
E Or 10/6 wi th order anYll mon. thly payments of 14/6.

12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH - TENSION
F..= ACCUMULATORS (120 volts, 5,000
- M . A . ) . Higher voltages if desired. F

Cash Price . 13 15 0
= - Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-.
14_ NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT. Ff
E A considerable advance on last season'sE 3 -valve Kit at a lower price.

Cash Price £8 17 6 =
= Or 10,- with order and llmonthly paymentsof 12/6. F.

FARRAND INDUCTOR. Loud =
speaker unit, quality reproduction almost= equal to a moving -coil speaker.
Cash Price . 23 10 0

= Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6. =
B.T.-H. PICK-UP AND TONE ARM.

One of the best pick-ups available.
= Cash Pepe . . £2 5 0 =E. Or 5/- with order and. 9 monthly payments of 5/,
F.7 NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The a'= finest balanced armature movement on the= market. Complete with large Cone and Ohassis. :=-= Cash Price . S2 10 0 =
= Or 6'- with order and .10 monthly payments of 51, =
= Send list of requirements- and quotation will be E.'sent by return.
 LONDON -RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,
 11, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.0 2 al

TELEPHONE: N.4TION'AL 1977.
:.7111111111111118111141111iMiliiiIIIMMIH111111111ill10111111111111111-7;
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RADIOTORIAL
'QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from previous page.)

leg off one switch and the short leg off the
other I made two new switches,. one with two
long legs and the other with two short legs.
This cured all my troubles !

" The ' Maxi -power' Four is a fine set and
does all you claim for it. I built it for a friend
and in the hands of a novice with 45 -ft. aerial
20 ft. high, 23 stations were clocked on medium
waves and 9 on high waves.

". P.S.-I am thinking of building your
' New Coil' Five. Will it be O.K. to leave out
the reaction winding on two of the coils ? "

With regard to the P.S. added by H. A. S., it is
quite O.K. to leave off the reaction winding when
not required by the circuit.

GETTING THE SHORT -WAVES.
H.R.B.I. (Birmingham).-" In one of your

issues about the operation of the ' Magic '
Three you mention that details for its work 'on
short waves would be given in a further article.

" I must have overlooked this, and I have
tried during the last three months to receive
on the short waves, -but all I can get is a little
telegraphy and a man's voice calling out
Hallo, New York,' and theft some Morse

from the same station, which I think is in
Great Britain.

" I have six coils and the best results are on
seven turns aerial, eight reaction, tapping in
with crocodile clip on the third turn near the
reaction coil.

" I have worked on both aerial terminals,
the one connected to the neutralising condenser
being the best. My aerial is 78 -ft. long, earth
12 ft. Good results on the other wave -lengths.
H. T. 120, grid bias -1, three volts; -2,18 volts._

" Can you help me as I am now getting fed
up. Have tried three or four different aerials,
inside and mit-side; various lengths."

For wave -lengths of between about 18 and 35 metres
you should try a No. 4 coil in the aerial socket and
a No. 6 for reaction, or a No. 9 if your detector does
not oscillate easily. It is as well to try both sizes and
see which gives the proper control of reaction,

If you get " fiat spots " where the set refuses to
oscillate on certain dial positions, you can get over
this by altering the adjustment of C3. As a rule
this condenser will be set, at maximum; but if you
have any slight difficulty in getting proper reaction at
any point' on the tuning dial just reduce its capacity
a little and the trouble will disappear.

The position of the tapping on short waves is not
particularly critical, but it should be_realised that the
clip should not touch more than one turn at a time.

A very interesting band of short-wave stations is to
be found between 30 and 60 metres, and this you
will be able to cover if you put a No. 6 in the aerial
and a No. 9 in the L3 holder.. In this case, by the
way, it pays to experiment a little with the tapping
on L2, so try one or two turns as well as a point
somewhere near the middle.

An important point in connection with this set on
short waves is the modification for inserting a fixed
condenser in series with the tuning condenser. This.is very easily fitted.

At present you have a lead from the coil to the
fixed plates of the variable condenser. Break this
lead and insert in series with it a fixed condenser of
-0003 mfd. (or -0005 will do) and provide this with
grid -leak clips.

Then to short circuit the condenser when receiving
on ordinary or long wave -lengths, all you have to do
is to insert in the grid -leak clip a short piece of metal
rod or tube, or at a pinch a little piece of wooden rod
wrapped in tinfoil. -

By removing this " shorting hat " when going on
the lower waves you have in effect a lower 'tuning
capacity in circuit which makes the set much easier
to luindle.

If, however, even with this modification and above
operation you fail to get short-wave stations we think
you must be -using a not very suitable grid leak, grid
condenser or detector valve, as these are the likeliest
,components which will sometimes give fairly good
results on ordinary and long -waves, and yet might
prove faulty on the short waves.

THE " CLEAR-CUT " CONE.
" 3.0111cNIFI " (Havant).-" Where can I

write to for the back number containing the
Clear -Cut' Cone ?
This was described fully in No. 447 (December 27th.

1930, issue). Back numbers that, are still in print canbe obtained from- the Amalgamated Press, Ltd.,
Beek Number Dept.. Bear Alley, Farringdon Street,
London. 11.0.4. Trice 4d. per copy (Post tree).

FOR THE LISTENER
(Continued from page 986.)

Karsavina.
Another of them ! But very charming

in her talk of ".Yesterday and To -day."
While she was speaking, Pavlova was
probably in the minds of most of us. Alas,
that these flowers should die ! In my
younger days I used to follow Pavlova
much as a football fan follows his tealn
from town to town.

I thought her dancing the loveliest thing
I had ever seen or would see. No human
being ever came so nearly to the frail
beauty of a Butterfly as she slid-; and her
" Swan " was the only dance that ever
brought a lump into my throat. Her use
of her arms and hands was wonderful ; they
were themselves like flowers, like two tall
lilies set in a vase.

Variety Stars.
It was a very distinguished vaudeville

programme that night. The stars sang
together. There was Tommy Handley,
back at the microphone from heaven knows
where, full of beans, and recounting the
history of Sir Timothy, a north -country
kn'Eht of old, clad in armour like a battle-
ship, and at a pinch serving his enemies in
the office of a battering-ram.

There was Mabel Constanduros, with her
Emily asking for an Outside Broadcast of
a " missionary speaking in a cannibal's
saucepan "-a useful tip for the next
Diversions.

There were the Wireless Singers in folk
songs, sung with any amount of dash and
abandon-a very cheery item.
Slick and Superb.

There was Gillie Potter, delightfully
apologising for a recent skit on Russia,
and going one worse in a talk on Birming-
ham, where (he said) he had been much
appreciated because, having need to use
an easel on a platform, he had clothed its
legs in stockings.

And there W33 Jack Payne and his Band,
now playing, now stunting, and always
with a slickness and superb accomplish-
ment which made the heart merry. A great
programme-and then some !

Going South.

Derek McCulloch took us a delightful
railtvay journey from New York to New
Orleans, with Plantation Songs all the way.
Would that all journeys were so pleasantl,
The programme was cleverly arranged;
and particularly engaging was the old
negro car -attendant, with voice and manner
to -the very life, who acted as " introducer."
What is the secret of these old songs ?
Why do they clutch at the heart?
plicity, I suppose, and sincerity.

Memories.
I liked Air -Commodore Charlton talking

on " Spion Kop." It brought back memo-
ries of anxious days, of days when Buller
and " Bobs " were, like the names of Foch
and Haig, in everybody's mouth.

The Boer War lasted for three years,
and I suppose we thought it would be the
last war !

I wondered, as I listened to Commodore
Charlton, what would have happened if we
had sprung an aeroplane upon the Boers,
as later we sprung the Tanks upon_ the
Germans I
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

By J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc,

Fascination of Several Dials.
ARECEIVER which- has only a single

control is-although usually very
limited in its scopeperfectly simple

to operate. As soon, however, as you have
got two or more dials, the operation of the
receiver becomes, if rather more difficult,
very much more fascinating; and there is
plenty of opportunity for exercising your
skill in its manipulation.

Indiscriminate Dial Twisting.
I have often watched listeners turning a

couple of dials on a receiver absolutely
indiscriminately, I mean without any
reference to one another, and I need hardly
say that if by any chance a station should
be tuned in by this " method," it is more
by luck than by good management.

The fact is that the effects of the different
controls are not independent but, on the
contrary, are definitely dependent on one
another and an adjustment of one dial
almost inevitably involves the adjustment
of another.

Neutralising.
Where a set has stages of high -frequency

amplification it is important that .these
should be properly neutralised or that
screen -grid valves should be used. This is
important, not only because it makes a
tremendous difference to the stability and
ease of operation of the receiver, but also
because  a certain amount of accidental
oscillation of the receiver is not then liable
to cause interference to other receivers in
the .vicinity.

A very general case is where two tuning
dials are used and a dial for the reaction
condenser is also provided.

Many listeners never trouble to notice
whether a movement of the tuning dial in
one direction-say to the right, or clock-
wise-has the effect of increasing or de-
creasing the wave -length to which the set
is tuned. As a matter of fact, in practically
all cases you will find that when the control
of the tuning condenser is moved to the
right or clockwise the capacity of the con-
denser is increased and consequently the
set is tuned for longer wave -lengths. -

Reaction and Wave -length.
The same sort of thing applies in the case

of the reaction control and, as a rule, you
will find that when this is moved in the
clockwise direction the reaction effect is
increased. I should remark in this connec-
tion that the amount of movement of the

(Continued on next page.)

SPECIFY

ROTARY SWITCH.
Switches over from
"Radio" to "Gramo"
with a delightful snap.
All bakelite
insulation. G/'
"TOGGLE SWITCH.
A British made mains
switch. Sturdy in
construction and
excellently
finished. 1/9

PUSH-PULL.
The one switch of its
type which will never

let you 1 /6down."

e0ioice f Critics

BULGIN switches ar___2*-
versally used by manu-

facturers, experimenters and
amateur constructors.
First with the push-pull-
a switch which has been imi-
tated time and time again,
but never outrivalled for
efficiency and workmanship-
Sulgin jealously guard their
greatreputationby meticulous
skill in design and construe:

ti3n of every type of
switch produced, push-
pull, toggle or rotary.

FOR SWITCHES
Send now for our 60 -page Catalogue and enclose 2d. postage.

A. F. BULGIN & Co.
Ltd.,9-10-11 CURSITOR STREET,

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
Telephone : Holborn 1072 & 2072

What is this

k.1.5\k10.1You must

THE

write to -day for
full particulars.

ELECTROCET CLUB,
Poplar Rd., Solihull, Birmingham

REM Aff 713 E IR
" POPULAR WIRELESS " HAS THE LARGEST
SALE OF ANY WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL,

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles,

S:LF-CHARGINC, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 21" X 1.1" s-1. 1/3 doz.
ZINGS, new type lid. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), Complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9(1,
Sample unit, 6d, Illusi booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 -valve set, X.5,
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

gl'O''KWELL, LONDON -

pOwERgarante:
twelve

substantially built, for smoothing circuits
in eliminators dealing with currents
coo to 30o milliamperes,
inductance 3o henrieS,8/6 post free.

REPAIRS
Any male of L.F.

Transformer, Loudspeaker
(except Blue. Spot) or Head-

phones repaired and despatched within,
48 HOURS-TWELVE-MONTHS' GUARANTEE

_ with etch repair, 4/- Post Free. Cash with Order.
,Ath Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Dept. R., 953, GAR RATT LANE. LONDON. S.W.17.

YOU
CAN BUILD A £40
GRAMOPHONE

WITH OUR SOALEAni.
DRAWINGS FOR '"PU
Book of instructions, 3d. Cata-
logue of Motors, Tone -arms,
Sound - boxes, latest internal
Amplifiers, Gramophones or
Cabinets Free. Cash or terms.
V,BURT,185, High Si. Deptford,

AGENTS WANTED_ all districts to do-:

Portable. Liberal discount. Particulars--
monstrate the famous ' SKYloARK' .3 --valve 1

N.A.s.c., 241, Park Road ASTON, Birrningham.1



C
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BUILT FOR
EFFICIENCY
Not for Appeara4ce.

THE CLIX VAL411. 01,DERs
SPECIFIED FOR THE " 30/, 'TWO"

AND THE "14 FOUR "
An International Radio -Gold Medal7
list says :-" The losses in your Valve-
holder, owing to its air. .spaoing, cp'e even
'mailer than the average Valve Base ; also
the capacity is greatly reduced."
Modern valves do not require sprung
valveholders. Because of the Resilient
Sockets used in the Clix Valveholder
it is the only. one giving perfect
contact with SOLID as well
as all other types of
valve pins.

7. Pro;' Rat.
Reg d Des.

Type -B for Baseboord Mounting..
4 Pin Model with screw terminals.:
4 Pin Model without screw teiininals S.
5 Pin Model with screw terminals.. 1 /-
5 Pin Model without screw terminals 9d.

Fully descriptive,lealla on request;

LECTRO - LINK LTD.
254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1

ENORMOUSVALUE!!
WIRELESS AND RADIOGRAM CABINETS.
Soundly constructed in Oak
and finished a rich Oak shade.
Panel sizes of wireless model
shown arc up to 21" X' 8".
Speaker Chamber, 22" X 14"
x 12", and a" baffle includedl'RICE, Carr. Paid maw.
Packed Free ...
RADIOGRAM. as above, only
larger and incorporating a
record storage left of turn-'
table-an exclusive feature to
our make. -

PRICE, Carr. Paid. =0/..
Packed Free

W. S. WILKIN,
Cabinet Manufacturer.129. Westbury Road,

Southend-on-Sea.
Trade inquiries Invited.

Any make of
Speaker " Pick-
up, or Motor fitted

at cost only.

II,LET US QUOTENE
BEST MONTHLY TERMS

 for anything you require in Wireless. 
II WE SUPPLY ALL COMPONENTS, KITS OF 
111 PARTS for all Circuits, COSSOR EMPIRE E
 MELODY MAKER, MULLARD ORGOLA, 

OSRAM 4, All Mains Sets, EKCO If T.
ELIMINATORS, Loud Speakers, etc.

 EVEKYTHINGE
:WIRELESS on:
;EASY
TERMS

II CALL AT OUR SHOWROOMS or SEND A LI
LIST OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS-our BEST

,
El MONTHLY TERMS will be sent BY RETURN. IN

LI The P.D.P. CO., LTD. Gegal
 46, WATLING ST., LONDON; E.c.4. EEEE 'Phone: Central 4488E

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

reaction control to take the set in and out
of oscillation is not the same at all parts
of the dial. As a rule you will find that
working on the shorter wave -lengths quite
a small variation in the capacity of the
reaction condenser is sufficient whilst a
much larger variation  is required when
working on the longer wave -lengths

Adjusting Dials.
You will find it also very handy to arrange

the tuning dials so that they give about
the same reading for a given wave -length.

Suppose when you have adjusted the
two dials .(assuming there are two) for pro-
per reception of the desired station and you
then find that their readings ,are quite
different, it is easy to shift the dial of one
of the condensers until it reads the same
as the other dial, but without shifting the
moVing ,vanes.

This necessitates loosening the dial on its
spindle and keeping the moving vane
system of the condenser stationary whilst
the dial is shifted in relation to it. The
dial is usually secured to the spindle by
means of a tiny sunk screw, called a " grub -

screw," -which can be manipulated by
means of a very small screwdriver.-

I should also Mention that when finding
the settings for the two dials it is prefer-
able to make your tests without using
reaction, because if you use reaction you
have. a third complication and every time
you use either of the tuning dials you are
liable to influence the amount of the re-
action.

The know where
you are and you will never really be able
to arrive at finality. But with reaction
control turned down to zero it is quite a
simple matter to tune in to a fairly power-
ful transmission (such as the local station)
and then to adjust the tuning dials as men-
tioned above.

Effects of Oscillation.
Generally you will find that one of the

tuning dials has a much more pronounced
effect than the other, so that very small
movement of the one has a considerable
effect on the tuning, whilst it takes a large
movement of the other to have any appre-
ciable effect.

In this case you will naturally depend
mainly upon the control which has the
more pronounced effect, using the other one
as a kind of vernier or fine adjustment.

There is cne final point which I would
like to mention, and that is that when
searching for stations many listeners have
the set actually in a state of oscillation and
pick out stations by their various squeals.
This rough and ready method is not the
best one.

I am not thinking of the question of
oscillation and re -radiation and its effect
upon neighbouring' listeners, because, as
already mentioned, with properly neutral-
ised H.F. stages or screen -grid valves, this
question should not arise.

The receiver should be kept, by careful
and continual readjustments of the reaction
control, in a state just bordering on oscilla-
tion, and in this way you will be able to
pick out the desired signals; speech or
music, much more satisfactorily than by
having - the set in violent oscillation and
squealing about all over the dials.
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tion.
A good deal of trouble also arises often

enough in a vernier condenser, owing to the
control knob slipping in relation to the main:
dial. This, however, so -long as the main
dial is properly secured to the main spindle,..
does not upset the dial readings-it is
merely a. nuisance in the actual operation
of the condenser.

A Practical Point.
Going back to the question of the posy

of the dial on the spindle of the ,condenief,..
it is very important that after the dial has
been put into the desired place it should be
quite securely fixed again on the spindle:'
Quite a lot of trouble arises in the operation
of receivers owing to- dials not being., tight
on their spindles.

Obviously it, is useless to make- notes of
the dial readings for particular wave -length
settings if the dial can shift in relation to
the movable vanes of the condenser. Also
take care when tightening up the grub screw
not to force it too hard, otherwise you may
strip the threads in the ebonite or composi-

Rejector3.

If the tuning on a tuning dial is so broad -
that the dial has to be moved through, say,-
half its range from the local station, it
is obvious that some form of rejector is

111111'1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111WE

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

No. 47.-THE VALVE.
CAN YOU FILL IN THE. MISSING

LETTERS ?
The valve with a filament and plate

but no grid was called a
In most valves there are three elec-

trodes, so a valve of this class is called a

Screened -grid valves have . . . .
electrodes, and this kind of valve is
termed a

A valve with five electrodes is called
a -

Last week's missing words (in order)
were Distance. Chelmsford. India,
Australia, South Africa. Direction.

required ; and with a suitable one pro-
perly adjusted, the local station should be
confined to a very few degrees on the dial.
This is essential if you wish to receive other
stations.

Hints on Searching.
I have already mentioned the importahee

when searching for stations of a judicious
use of reaction, and, in fact, I think it is no
exaggeration to say 'that success in finding
stations, especially distant ones, depends
more upon the proper use of reaction than ,

upon any other single factor.
If you have the reaction too low, it is

quite possible that the signals will be too
weak to bp diacernible ; whilst it is
equally bad to go to the other extreme and
have the set continuously in oscillation.

If the reaction were totally independent
of the tuning it would be a very simple
matter to set the receiver for a point just
short of oscillation and then -to confine your

(Continued on next page.)
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DEAF AIDS
(INEYPENSIVE)

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
Better than other Aids costing Five times as

much.

11.2-6
i as illustrated, in-

cluding a light
headband for the

earpiece.

£1-10-0fitted with
MIDGETPHONE

(fits into car)
instead of ear -piece

with headband.

THIS Aid comprises the latest sensi-
tive SUPER -MICROPHONE (to be

attached to Coat or Dress, conveniently
concealed), a SMALL BATTERY (for
the pocket), and a SMALL EARPIECE
which can be held to the deaf ear by
hand or by a light headband supplied
with the Aid. All speech and sound
reaching the Super -Microphone is loudly
heard in the earpiece. The battery can
be switched off when the Aid is not in
use. ANY small 3 -volt battery can be
used with these Aids.
The above Aids can be made SPECIALLY
POWERFUL by fitting a DOUBLE Micro-
phone in place of the single, at an extra

cost of 10/-.

FREDK. ADOLPH Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

'Phone : Musecrri 8329.

t.
\<\\\ \N -

MAINS
Switches,

.

Bsingle pole or double peers,are N:EN 3 .> 1N Rotary tches,

deal for use with trickle charg \

eliminators or all -mains sets.

The sturdy spring loaded phos-

phor bronze balls make finegow- \ :

resistance
contact, the insulation

will. look after anything in the,'

way of household voltages,
and

the convenience
of these qu

change switches
makes them a

treat to use - they arc good

lookers, too I

S.P.D.T - - 119

D.P .D.T - - 3/6

Free List 1142 describes

them tout tletr czrcuitS.

THE i3ENJ MAIN
ELECTRC LTD.,

Tariff Road,
TottenharnI, N .17.

Tottenham 1511.

B 2

5'

"BROADCAST" Plug-in Coils
CHEAPEST AND BEST.

25 10d. 50 .. 1/- 125 .. 1/8 259 2/-
30 10d. 60 1/1 150 1f4 800 .. 2/3
35 .. 10d. 75 112 175 1/6 400 .. 2/9
40 1/- 100 .. 1/3 200 _ 1/9 500 .. 313
Ccatre-Tapped. 61. ext rq " X " Coils 9d. extra.

ALL POST I, IU.13. Trade Supaited.
G. BRICE, 34 Savernake Rd.; London, N.W
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attention entirely to the tuning ; but inas-
much as the reaction and the tuning are
mutually inter -dependent, it calls for a little
skill to make continual adjustments of the
reaction control corresponding to the adjust-
ments of the tuning.

Some Pentode Points.
You will remember that I said that the

pentode valve was an extremely useful and
economical valve when used in appropriate.
circumstances,circumstances, but that you must not jump
to the conclusion that a pentode valVe
was just a mere substitute for a. power 9r _-
super -power valve, as some people seem.
to think. The pentode will give actually
much greater amplification than can be
obtained with a super -power valve, but that
is not to say that it will be capable of
handling anything like the same power out-
put. You want to draw a careful distinction
between amplification and pincer -handling
capacity.

Matching to Speaker.
I have already mentioned the importance

of the resistance of the loud speaker wind-
ings when -Using a .pentode for the output
stage. If the resistance of the lotid-speaker
is too low, as is often the case, the ampli-
fication obtained with the valve will not be
up to expectations.

But if a special pentode output trans-
former is used, any difficulty in this direc-
tion can readily be overcome, and the output
transformer has the further practical advan-
tage that the high-tension current through
The pentode does not pass through the loud-
speaker windings ; inasmuch as this high-
tension current is often on the high side, it
is quite a useful precaution to keep it out
of the loud speaker.

Pentode Transformer.
The pentode output transformer is quite

easily connected up, the output of the
receiver simply passing into the primary of
the transformer and the output of the
secondary of the -transformer passing into
the loud speaker. The. secondary f the
transformer should have tappings, so that
the proper tappings can be chosen to give
the best result ; in other words, so. that the
loud -speaker windings can be properly
matched to the valve.

A Matter of Tone.
I think I have already mentioned that

thepentode valve is apt to emphasise the
higher frequencies and consequently to give
a more 'shrill reproduction ; and for this
reason, if the loud speaker is somewhat low
pitched, it tends to counteract.the natural
effect of the pentode valve and gives better.
result's. At the same time, however, if you
use a pentode output transformer you can
get quite considerable variations in the tone
of the reproduction by trying different
tappings on the secondary of the drans-
former.

Screen -Grid Voltages.
By the way, I have had several letters

from readers of these Notes with regard to
the remarks I made the other day about
screen -grid valves and the voltages applied,
to ace screen.' You 'will sofnetimes find that, ,

(Continued on next page.)
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spending on Dry Batteries in a
Standard Leclanche Type of
Battery lasting for years.
The regenerative, self -charging
H.T. supply provides a wonderfully
smooth and powerful H.T. current.
Your running costs are halved and
quality is improved beyond com-
parison, so why hesitate in becom-
ing a Standard Battery User?

51.i
DOWNSECURES

72 No. 3 cells complete with chemi-
cal all Unibloc Trays
with lid. List price .E3 4s. Od. or 51 -
down and five monthly payments
of 12/6.
Wates Standard Wet H.T. Battery.
Send particulars of number and type of
valves without obligation to purchase
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WAT E
PERMANENT
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we get together?

WRITE FORTHIS
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We have An unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert. If
you wish For something more than a "bread and butter-
i013.,you owe it to yourself to investigate our service.
Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities." has
pointed the way to better things to over 50.000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.LC.E., A.M.I.Struct.E., A.M.Ae.E., M.R.Samt, M.I.M.T.,
1.W.T., London Metric., C&G.,

etc., Exams., outlines home study courses in all
branches of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor, Aero,
Wireless, Television and Talking Picture En-gineeri

"
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Ng,

d
P

explASS-Nainsour uniquOe gFEE"uarant ofee

In a brilliant foreword Prof. A. M. Low shows clearly
the chances you are missing.

Engineering Opportunities" and our advice arequite FREE. Don't neglect this-offer-give vent tothat " upward urge.' and send a postcard NOW,
stating Branch, Post. or Exam. which interests you.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29131 Oxford Street,W.1

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you
can do the same.

MIKES FOR
HOME RECORDS
Sensitive Gramo Solo pendant
Mikes in cast metal case 4/6,
Pulpit Pedestal 12/6, Pedestal
Broadcaster, as illus., 18/6,
Microphones with handle 15/-,
powerful Public Address.
models 50/- and 65/-. Trans-
formers 7/6, Couplers 15/-,
Valve Amplifiers 55/-, for
Band Repeater or P u blic
Address Work. Home Recorder
for Gramo.

IT IS I11:87E/VIA
A MULTI -RANGE

DIXONEMETER,
Model de Luxe, IN CASE

50;- only.
MULTIPLIERStrom 6/8each
Complete RADIO OUTFIT

£4.10
Our new Sale List now ready.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

 218, Upper ThamesSt., London,
E C.4 7' kph.). CITY 0181.
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these voltages can be very considerably
reduced, and naturally this means a great
saving in H.T. battery current.

One of my readers says he works the
valve with 40 volts on the screen and 20 on
the anode, whilst I have bad also reports
of other screen -grid valves being worked on
voltages very close to these.,

The curious thing is that the voltage on
the screen has to be considerably greater
than that on the anode. And yet in these
conditions the valve will operate apparently
as satisfactorily as with_ the normal voltages
prescribed by the makers. At the same
time it is sometimes necessary to bring the
grid bias down from, say, 3 volts to perhaps

volts, or even zero.

A Screen -Grid Peculiarity.
Some screen -grid valves I have tried have

entirely refused to submit to the treatment
mentioned above. It seems to depend on
some little cir-
cumstances with
regard to the con-
struction of the
valve, but where
a valvecan be used
in this way it is
obviously a great
saving.

Furthermore,
the valve seems to
work either with
the high voltages
specified or with
these low and
inverted voltages,
but does not seem
to work satisfactori y with any intermediate
voltage values.

A Curious Trouble.
. A reader sends me an account of some

trouble he had with . his receiver which
puzzled him for a long time, and may, there-
fore, perhaps be worth mentioninge' for the
benefit of others. Incidentally, it is by no
means so uncommon as my correspondent
thinks.
. I3is set was a three -valve set using bat-
teries 'for the L.T. and a mains unit, D.C.,
for the high tension. He found on switching
pn the receiver that a peculiar hum gradu-
ally built up, which sounded for all the
world as though due to interference from
nearby electric motors.

Eventually, he discovered that this was
due to a defective gtid 'leak and on replacing
this With another one the trouble completely
disappeared. This kind of thing often
happens with, a bad grid leak or anode
resistance. It is difficult to say precisely
what happens in the leak or resistance, but
possibly there is some heating effect which
takes place and which, after the set has
been in use some little time, shows
up in this way.
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TAPPED
TRANSFORMERS

ilM1 are used in- a
variety of circuits,
sometimes with

one and sometimes (as in
our example) with BOTH
windings centre -tapped.

As an output transformer
it enables primary or secon-
dary impedance to be altered
to suit the valve or loud
speaker.

a

Centre -tapped trans-
formers are used also for
push-pull circuits to com-
bine the inputs or outputs
of two valves.

THE MOST
ECONOMICAL

BAT T E RY

COLUMBIA
4780- 60 volts,
Triple Capacity

1.7/13

Measure Columbia 478o by its
longer life as well as its cost-you
will find that it is the world's
most economical battery and that
every third one costs you nothing.
Its larger cells give you -longer
service than three ordinary bat-
teries. They give you reception
clear and undistorted, built on
smoothly -flowing power.
If your dealer has not Colurnbiain stock, send to us, giving his
name.

Columbia
RANDISO IIRIAITTIEDERIES

J. at, 6.ORRIS, Imperial House,
15 Kingsway, London, bt.C.2.

Scotland: J. T, Cartwright,3,Cadogan,St.,Glasgow

EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless parts, off easypayments. Five yearsadvertiser in PopularWireless... Thousands of satisfied customers.Send us a list of the parts you require. and thePayments that will suit your conyenience. and wewill send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,'Phone: Museum 1414. Gt. Portland St., W.1

TEST YOUR SET
WITH SAFETY
EELEX
Testing
Prods
316

per pair

and save
your, valves.

(List T8) .

J, J. EASTICK & SONS,
118, Bunhill Row, London, 5.0:1.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS
" P.W." dual Oils', 8/8, 3 -point switches, 1/-. '0005variable, 216. Differential, 219. 0001;2/..1/6; geared, 2/-. Transformers -from 219. Fixed; con-densers : small, 9d. 1 lad., 1/8; 2 wfd., 2/-. 2-v.accumulators, 3/3. 'Switches, ed. H.P. chokes,'116.Cabinets: 12 X-8, 6/6; 14 r 816; 18 x 7, 10/6,Panels, 14'Sx 7, 2/6. 0005; S.M. condensers, .8/-:. All -electric S.G. 3-v. sets. .-E10. Three raisekits, !withcabinet, 351-; ievo-v,) co, 24 -. Spva kkl kill from !..216.elimtuatorS, -R2. Cat Inv price for any kit 0 set.List sent pest froc.BITTLIN. 143B. PRESTON ROAD, BRIGHTON.

ALL APPLICATIONS for
ADVERTISING SPACE in
"POPULAR WIRELESS"must be made to the
Sole Advertising Agents,JOHN H. LILE, LTD.

4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON; E.C.4!
'iPhone : City 7261

TNE

STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1; -
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.Y.
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Order from Ready Radio
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READY RADIO LTD., 159, Borough High St., London Bridge, S.E.1

An Ideal Gift for
your gardening friends !

There is no happier
gift for gardening
friends than a copy of
POPULAR G R-
DENING ANNUAL.
This very useful book
is an illustrated
budget of useful
advice for amateur
gardeners. It con-
tains an immense
amount of informa-
tion, seven coloured
plates, and twenty-

, four art plates from
photographs and

designs.
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AN
OUTSTANDING
BLUE SPOT
SUCCESS!

February 7th,

41K provides the well-1,nown Blue Spotquality at a remarkably low price. Thedriving Unit is the famous Blue Spot 66Kwhich reproduces with absolute fidelityand purity of tone.

41K is extremely
striking in appearance,
for its case is of modern
design in exquisitely
grained walnut, and
makes a charming addi-
tion to any room. At
fifty shillings such a
speaker is by far the
best thing on the wire-
less market to -day !

TEE 131i111/11 nut PHA CIDA4rANY 1111D.BLUE. SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E:C.1'Phone : CLERKENWELL 3570. 'Grams : " BLUOSPOT, SMITH LONDON."Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : II. C. RA WSON (Sheffield and London) LTD.London. Road, Sheffield; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester;
183, George Street, Glasgow.
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